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Nutrition education is recognised as being of value in the prevention 
of malnutrition. However, in order for it to be effective, an in~depth 
study of the community prior to the implementation of any nutrition 
education programme is essential. A study of the nutritional status of 
pre-school children in Malukazi (an informal, unplanned Black township 
in the greater Durban area) together with background information on the 
household and the childminder was therefore undertaken, so that 
recommend at ions for a nutrit ion education programme in the area cou 1 d 
be made. The relationship between nutritional status and certain 
ecological variables was also studied in order to determine which of 
these, if any, was a significant factor in the development of 
malnutrition. Nutritional status was assessed by using anthropometric 
measures (hei ght and wei ght) and di etary intake (24-hour recall and 
food frequency). Background information obtained included 
socio-economi c status; food purchasi ng, preparati on and storage 
patterns; intrafamilial pattern of eating; food taboos; clinic 
attendance; and the chil dmi nder I sage, educat i ona 1 1 eve 1, body size, 
nutritional knowledge and attitude towards nutrition education. 
Informati on was obtai ned by means of face-to-face intervi ewsusi ng a 
single, trained intervi~wer. 
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The incidence of low weight-for-age was relatively low and that of low 
height-for-,age (lIstunting") considerably higher (14,2% and 47,3% below 
the 3rd percentile respectively), indicating that chronic malnutrition 
is a ~erious problem in this community. Information on dietary intake 
showed that intakes of several nutrients notably energy, calcium, 
vitamin A, ascorbic acid and vitamin 0 were low for the study 
popul ation. The percentage of total energy provided by the various 
macronutrients was however in line with recommendations, which tends to 
indicate that the greatest need is for an overall increase in food 
intake. Of the ecological variables st~died, only two were found to be 
significantly associated with the incidence of malnutrition. These were 
the number of children cared for by the childminder (p=0,04) and 
whether or not the househo 1 d grew thei r own vegetab 1 es (p=O, 02). The 
degree of malnutrition found to exist in this community, together with 
the unsatisfactory level of nutritional knowledge of the childminders 
and their apparent willingness to learn more, revealed the desirability 
for further nutrition education in this area. 
Recommendat ions regardi ng future nutrition educati on programmes for 
this community based on the findings of the study are submitted. 
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1 INT~ODUCTION 
1. 1 Th~. rrQbl eD1 of Ma 1 nutri t1 on 
Malnutrition continues tobe a worthy area of study due to its 
serjous and, in some cases, permanent effects on health and 
quality of life. A recent editorial in "The Lancet" on the 
subject states that "i n many countri es the combined 
effects ·of . undernutrition ... 0 •• continue to be the major 
det~rmi nant of morbidity and mortality" [1]. I n Sudan, chroni c 
yndernutrition has been described as the most Common cause of · 
. . 
death in young childien [2] and a study in Bangladesh showed 
thatsev~rely malnourished children had a 3-fold higher risk 
of mortality than well-nourished children [3]. 
The effects of mal~utrition On physical growth and development 
are widely known and wen-documented. These include wasting, 
stunti ngandincreased risk of (and higher mortal ity from) 
infections [4; 5; 6]. However, the consequences of 
ma lnutrition extend beyond the physi cal to i nc 1 ude mental 
retardation (4] [7] and the so-called attentiOh ~eficit 
disorder which is manifested . by sho~tened attention span, 
increased di stractabi li ty , restlessness, impaired memory and 
di sobedience [8]. The 1 atter syndrome is sai d to be s imil ar to 
that observe~ in children brought up in isolation without 
regular environmental stimulation {8]. Edozien concludes that · 
the "disturbance of mental funct i on and behaviour is perhaps 
the most serious danger of mi ld protein deficiency in the 
community" [9]. 
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Malnutrition in young children is of special significance in 
that they are acknowledged as being a vulnerable gro~p from a 
nutritional point of view (l0-13] and their nutritional status 
may gi ve ani ndi cat i on of the nutritional status of the 
community as a whole {9; 14; 15]. 
From a socio economic point of view, malnutrition can be seen 
as not only a result, hut also a cause of underdevelopment, 
s; nce poor health and decreased product; vity arising from 
undernutrition may si gnifi cant lyretard economic development 
[1]. 
The extent of malnutrition in a community is, therefore, far 
more , than a refl ecti on of heal th status - it is 11 an ; ndex of 
the sac i a 1 and ecohomi c well-bei ng" and, therefore, requi res 
attention as part of the overall plan for ~conomicand social 
up 1 iftment [9]. 
1.2 Malnutrition in Southern Africa 
Numerous studi eshave been carried 'out to determine the 
nutritional status of pre-school children in various parts of 
Southern Africa. 
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The second Carnegi e I nqui ry showed that almost one thl rd of 
South African children were underw~ight and stunted for 
. , 
age [16]. Richardson found the incidence of severe and mi ld / 
moderateund~rnutrition of Bantu no~-nur~ery schoolchildren t~ 
be just under 5% and 75% respectively[17].In other studies, 
the i nei dente of low wei ght-for-age has been shown to vary 
from 13,7% ; 20% [10; 18; 19]. In marked contrast to these 
findings, Kustner found that only 5,3% of the ehi ldren they 
measured (0-5 year old Black children near Durban} had a low 
weight-for-age [20]. 
As a result of lack of standardisation of criteria used it is 
difficult to summarise or draw ~eaningful comparisons between 
these findings. However, a consistent finding in the majority 
of these studies is that a greater percentage of children 
could be classifie<;! as "stunted" (low height for age) than 
underweight [10; 18; 20;21]. Since weight-for-Cige is an 
i ndi cator of acute mal nutriti on and hei ght-for:-age an 
indicator of chronic malnutrition (22; 23] one conclusion that 
can be drawn from these studies is that whilst there may not 
be a "crisis in terms of acute protein energy malnutrition" 
[20] chronic malnutrition remains a problem in Southern Africa 
[ 1 0 ; 19; 20]. 
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].3 Malnutrition -possible solutions 
Identifi cat ion and treatment of severe mal nutriti on shou 1 d 
form parf of any health eareprogramme. However, this fails to 
address the rea 1 problem, nam~ly prevention of 
m.ild-to-m()derate malnutrition. Not only will this alleviate 
suffering on a far wider scale, but in the long-term~ 
prevention is more economical than cure [24]. 
, The prevention oJ malnutrition requires an examination of the 
factors i nvo 1 vedi n its development. These are numerous and 
c6mp 1 ex, but may i nc 1 ude the fo 11 owi ng: 
, . 
socio~economic status 
cultura 1 factors 
lack of knowledge ' 
Whilst economic development accompani edby an improvement in 
living standards is probab lythe surest method of improving 
nutritional status, much can be done to achieve this through 
the implementation of appropriate programmes, relying on 
existing resources [1] . Measures that can be taken i nelude 
proviS';on of food supplements to vulnerable groups, enrichment 
of basi<,: foodstuffs and nutrition education [11]. King et al 
state that "teaching is usually the, best way of preventing 
malnutrition" [4] and nutrition education is recognised as one 
of the top priorities for community health workers [25]. 
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1.4Nutrition~ducation ... r~quirements for success 
. - . ' - . - . 
One of the reasons why 50 many nutrition educati6n ptogrammes 
have not been successful has been the failure toacqui re 
sLiffi Cl ent knowl edge regarding the community inquest ion pri or 
to the initiation of the programme. Making a superficial 
communitydi agnosi s is not enough - an in-depth study how the 
people live is also necessary. Factors studied should include 
local customs and beliefs, availability and storage facilities 
for food, cooking methods, existing knowledge and attitude 
towards nuttition, media usage patterns, socio-economic status 
and any other . factors that · i nfl uence what the peop 1 eeat 
[4; 5; 25]. With this know1edge, a nutrition education 
programme can bedesi gned so as to meet the needs of that 
community. 
It was therefore decided to carry out .all indepth study of a 
particular community i ri orderthatrec.ommendat ionscou ld be 
made for an effective nutrition education programme in that 
community. 
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2 AIM (rU~p()SE) AND OBJECTIVES 
2.1 Aim (Pljrpose) of this study 
The purpose of this study was to obtain detailed information 
regarding the factOrs which determine the eating behaviour and 
nutritional status of a community in a township outside a 
large city and to use this information to make recommendations 
regarding the development of a nutrit; on education programme, 
in that area. 
2. 20i>,ject i yes 
The following specific objectives were identified as being 
relevant to the achi evementof the above aim in respect of 
pre~school Children in Malukazi: 
a) To determine current nutritional status. 
b) 10 determine the Current rlietary intake. 
c) To inve~tigate various socio-eConomic/cu l tura l factorS and 
determine which of t~ese, if any, are associated with the 
·nt,,itritjonal statuS of the children. 
d) Together data with regard to the purchase, preparation and 
storage of food and the interests and lifestyle of the 
ch i 1 dminder s so as to be able to make meaningful 




For the purposes of this study, toe following terms shall m~an: 
3.1 'Pre-schoo] child 
A child not less than 36 months and not more than 72 months 
old. 
3.2 Child-minder 
The person responsible for caring for the child most of the 
time. 
3.3 Nutritional status 
A qualitative assessment6f th~ childis nutritional well-being 
as determi ned by anthropometric measurements rel at; ve to those 
of reference populations . 
. 3.4 Ho~sehold 
The child's permanent ab6de ~the dwelling and its perma~ent 
inhabitants. 
3.5 Hei;ldofhouseh9ld 
The person ultimately responsible for the upke~p of that 
household. 
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4 LITERATURE REVIEW 
4.1 Mot i vat i on for a Study of th i s Nature 
"The need for effective programmes to improve nutrition and 
health throughout the world is becoming increasingly urgent." 
(14] This statement appeared in the Bulletin of the World 
Health Organisation as long ago as 1977, but it applies 
equally well to Southern Africa today. The emphasis, however, 
should fall on "effective." 
Experience in several countries oVer many years has shown that 
effect i ve hutrit ion education has as a prerequi site a detai 1 ed 
study of the community in question. [5; 25;26] It i5 only 
with the information thus collected that the fundamental 
objective .of nutrition education can.be achieved namely "to 
hel pindi vi dual s to establish food habits and practices that 
are consistent with the nutritional needs of the body and 
adapted to' the cultural pattern and food resources of the area 
in which they live" [26]. The infOrmation required for these 
purposes should include: 
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patterns of growth in young children 
economi c status 
availability of water and food 
educational levels 
food distri~ution within the family 
resource persons! materials 
beliefs about foods 
methods of food purchasing, preparation and storage 
other health practices 
role of women - use of time [11; 27] 
As a result of the relationship between 
infection, an assessment of general 
particularly infectious cond~tions such as 
meas les, is a 1 so des irab 1 e [4;5;6]. 
nutrition anc;l 
hea lth status, 
diarrhoea and 
A cross-sectional survey can be used for obtaining information 
of this n~ture. Guzman et al [28] state that crosS-sectional 
surveys can be used "to ev~luate the nutritional status of 
populations" as well as for the "investigation of factors 
re 1 ated to growth . " Caution is howeyer advised in the 
i nte~pretati on of such data, in that it can "at best only 
inform about ~ssoci ati ons and .. not about cause~effect 
relationships." 
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4.2 .Ethica1 Considerations 
Theethi cs of research ; nto protein-energy malnutrition in 
children has been questioned, since the causes ' and method of 
treatment for the condition are known. However , Moosa claims 
that "epi dellli 01 ogi cal surveys ...... and therapeut ie research 
related to vari ousi ntervent'i on programmes of · direct benefit 
to the patients can be justified provided the risks do not 
outweigh thebenefits" [29]. The study in question, consisting 
of face-to-face interviews involving no invasive techniques 
Can be considered very low risk. 
Bailey describes several approaches for minimising risk to the 
subject in social research. Ideally animal studies or computer 
simUlation can be used to replace research on human subjects. 
Where human subjects are used, risk can be reduced by 
researchi ng on ly exi sting negati ve effects or by ensuri ng 
short-term, mild application of the cause. Informed consent, 
the use of samples and the maintenance of privacy could also 
minimise risk [30]. 
The obtaining of informed consent, the use of survey 
technique, a · sample, maintenance of privacy and researching 
on ly exi sti ng negat ive effects were characteri st lC of the 
present study. 
Feedback to the community whq participate in the study is also 
considered desirable. In this study, since the information 
collected was to be used in drawing up recommendations for a 
nutrition education programme, the results would be 
communicated both directly and indirectly (via the Clinic) to 
the community. 
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4.3 Choice of . Pre-Scho~l Children as Subjects 
The subgroup of the popul at i on se 1 ected for study fall s into 
that defined asilolder pre-school children" {3l]. Whilst a 
cons i derab 1 e amount of research has been carried out on the 
younger pre-school child (1-3 years), less is known about the 
·factofs affecting nutritional status of 3-6 year old children. 
Tt has been shown that whi 1 st 81 ack chi ldren in the Durban 
area up to the age of 2 conform to i nternati ona 1 .. standards 
regarding weight and height, older pre-schoo 1 children fall 
progressively below these values [18]. 
Children under 5 have traditionally been considered 
nutritionally vulnerable since this period is "notoriously 
fraught with ri sk 11 I32] . Reasons put forward for thi s ; nc 1 ude: 
thi s is a trans i ti onal per; od as rega-rds diet - the young 
thHdhas to adapt from an infant's . (predominantly milk 
based) diet to .thatof an adult. [11;32; 33] 
early childhood is a time when the individual is the 
subject of a variety of food taboos {]3; 33] 
the chi ld may be giVen purgatives regularly [33] 
" 
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this is a period of rapi d growth with high nutritional 
requirementsl11; 32] 
• pre-school children are very prone to infections [13] 
children of this age-group frequently have the lowest 
priority in terms of food sharing [11; 13; 33] 
• Frequently, infants are catered for in infant welfare 
clinics and schoolchildren by school health services, but 
no programme exists to cater for the needs of the 
pre-school chil d [13] -the pre-schoo lchil dtends to be 
neglected in terms of most family health care activities 
[34] (A special "pre-school progra.mme" was introduced in 
Sri Lanka to address this problem) {35]. 
the speci~l needs of a child of this age are frequently not 
met, notably the need to be fed several times a day and 
have his/her ~wn bowl [13; 32; 33] 
Several researchers have document~d a high mortality rate; n 
' this age group [13; 36; 37]. Possibly the most important 
reaso~ for selecting thisg~oup for study is that the 
nutritional status of pre-school chi ldren can be used as an 
indicator . of thenutrit ion a 1 status oftheenti re community 
[14; 15]. 
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The r esults of previous studies on the nutritional 
status of 81 ack pre-school chi ldren in Southern 
Africa can be summaf i sed as follows: 
SUlIIDary of Results of AnthrQPometri.c Studies on Black Pre-School 
Children in Southern Africa . 
1 I II 1 I I 
1 Place of 1 Year of 1 Age of 1 Wt for agel Ht for age] Wt for Ht 1 
I study 1 study 1 chi 1 dren 1 % <. 3rd 1 % < 3rd 1 % ~3rd 1 
1 1 1 (years) j percentilel percentilel percentilel 
1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 . j~~-I~--'---I I-~--I----I 
I Sbweto [12JI 1975 I 2-6 I 23,01 1 1 
1 Muldersdrift [38JI 1976 1 1-5 I 27~6 1 22 , 8 1 I 
I Transkei [39J I 19771 0-5 1 36,0 I 38 , 0 1 
1 Urn 1 az i '/ I I I I 1 1 
1 Lamontvi1le [18J 1 1977 1 3-5 1 15~0 1 38,0 I I 
1 Soweto [40J 1 1977 1 2-5 1 29,1 1 66,4 1 20,1 1 
1 Ge1ukspan [41 J 1 1980 1 0-5 1 51,0 1 1 33,0 1 
1 Gelukspari [41 J 1 1982 1 0-5 1 28,0 1 1 5,0 1 
. 1 Lebowa[42 ] I 1982 1 0-5 .1 32,7 1 1 
. J Eastern Cape [21J I 1983 1 0-2 1 15 ,31 24 ,5 1 12,5 j 
1 KwaZulu [43J I 1983 I 0-5 1 36,0 1 - I· 1 
1 Ge1ukspan {41] I 1984 I 0-5 I 31,0 1 1 1,0 1 
1 Nata 1/ 1 1 1 1 1 1 
I Kwatulu [20J I 1984 I 1-5 I 5,3 · 1 26,0 I 0,5 1 
j Gazankulu [44J I 1984 I 0-5 I 28,2 I 1 I 
I Ci skei[45J I 1984 1 2-4 I 21,0 1 I 3,0 I 
1 Letaba [46] 1 1986 1 3-5 I 20,7 1 I I 
I Rural SA [47] I 1986 I 0-5 1 8 , 4 1 24,5 I 1,8 1 
1 Khayelit"sha[10J I 1987 1 1-5 I 13,7 1 47,1 I 1,1 I 
I Bloemfontein [19] 1 1987 1 0,5-4 1 20,0* I 15,5* I 15,5* 1 
·1 Ka 1 afong Hospita 1 1 1 1 1 1 
I [48J I 1987 10,5-5 1 51,0 1 I 1 
I .. 1 11 1 I 1 
1 I 1 1 1 1 1 
* Below 5th percentile 
NOTE TO . TABLE 1 
i) In most ~a~esthe above figures re~resent averages for both sexes . 
ii) In the stud; escarri ed out before 1983 , the Harvard standards were 
used whereas the NCHS standards were used in those studl es carri ed 
out from 1983 on~ards. . . . 
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Bearing in mind- that these studies ate not all strictly compar~bJe, the 
following overall conclusions can be drawn: 
a} Using weight-for-age as a criterion, the majority of studies oh 
nutritional status nf pre-sch6of children in Southern - Africa 
indicate that between 20 and 36% of children under 5 years of age 
fall below the 3rdpercentile of international standards. Not 
surprisingly, in children admitted to hospital, this percentage is 
reportedly much higher [48]. 
Except; ons to this are the study by Kustner [20], and the First 
RHOSA (Regional Health Organisation of Southern AfriCa) Nutrition 
Survey [41], which showed this percentage to be 5,3% and 8,4% 
respectiv~ly. The latter is the figure quoted by the Dept of 
National Health and Population Development in off~cial reports. 
b) In mosttases the percentage of children falling below the 3rd 
percentile for height-for-age is appreciably larger. Chronic 
malnutrition is therefore more of a _ problem than acute 
malnutrition. 
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cl There are no apprec i able d i fferencesbetween the percentages for 
rural and urban area$. 
d) Ofparticul ar:interesti s the data from Gel uk span [41], which shows 
a dramatic decrease in the incidence 6f malnutrition, by all three 
of the criteria listed in the table from 1980 to 1984. A 
comprehensive community health programme was instituted in the area 
over this period. 
e) It is also of interest in the study by Coovadia et al that although 
an appreciable percentage of the 3 to 5 year old Children fell 
below the3rd per,cent i 1 e for bothwei ght and height, the younger 
chil dren they measured (i. e. up to 2 years of age) were either 
"equal to or greater than" international standards for weight and 
height. 
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b) International studies 
The incidence ofmalnutiition in pre-school children in 
Israel and the USA is significantly lower than in 
Southern Afri caaccordi ng to :the findi ngs of Pa It i et 
al in Jerusalem (49] and Brown et al in the U.S.A .. [50] 
However in India the incidence is much highefaccording 
to Rao et al [51] and Joshiet a1(52] (refer to 
Tab 1 e 1). 
Table 2 
SunmaryofResu1ts of Selected International St~dies on Malnutrition in 
Pre-SchoolChi1dren 
I 
I Place dfStudy 
I 
I 
I Jerusalem [49J 
I 
I 
I USA [50J - white 
I - S EAsi an 
I - B1 ack 
I 
I 
I India [51] - slum 
I - village 
I 
* Low Height-For-Age 
* Low Weight-For-Age 
% 
I 
Stunted * I % Wasted ** I 
I 
1,5 I 1 ,5 
I 
I 
5,3 I 1 ,5 
30,6 I 2,2 
5,4 I 0,0 
I 
I 
. 45,9 . I 24,3 
60,0 I 14,7 
I 
Josh; et al studied children of low ahdmedium socio-economic status. 
Usi ngweight-for-age, they found the i nci denceof mil dma lnutriti on to 
be 26,2%. moderate malnutrition 59,5% and severe malnutrition 10,3% in 
the low socio-economic .group; and 42,4%; 48,1 % and 0,0% respectively in 
the medium socio-e<:onomic group. (These figures refer to groups not 
recei vi ng food suppl ements and represent the average of 3 readi ngs 
taken over aped od of 7 months) {52]. 
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It is interesting to note that studies in the USA indicate little 
difference betweenanthropometri c data on Black andWhi te chi l dren 
[50; 53] (if anything, Black children were some~h~t taller and heavier 
than White children) whereas South African Bl ack children are 
consistently shorter and lighter for their age than · White chi ldren 
[17; 54; 55]. 
4.4.2 Studies on nutritional status - Dietary Intake 
. a) Studies in Southern Africa 
The ~umber of studies in which the dietary intake of 
pre-school children in Southern Africa has been evaluated, is 
relatively small. For various reasons,including differences 
in age range selected, different diet survey methods and 
different dietary standards used, these studies are not 
strictly comparable. Some of the major findings are summa'rised . 
in Tabl e 3. 
It i s interesting to note that Richardson found, mean energy 
intake to be low, whilst Richter et al found mean energy 
intake to be in lihe withWHOrecommend~tions [45;56]. 
Richter et a 1 di dhowever find that a high percentage of 
Children (26 ~0) had energy intakes below 75% of WHO standards. 
In his stuc:lY on famil i es in rUra 1 Transkei, . Bembri dge found 
that between 27% and 38% of families had "below minimum energy 
intakes" [57]. 
.· •. Table 3 Su;m,ma:ry ;0:1 • Major .Find,ln'gsaf.S'ufv'e'y.$ .. an . Dleta.ry., Intake 
afP;re-S;c~h,o:OiIChUd.ren In Southern . Africa 
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In Richardson's study, protein and fat intake were low in the 
non nursery school group but adequatei n the nursery school 
groupwbereas protein intake was r:elatively high, and fat 
intake low, in Richter's study. The latter also found intakes 
of calcium, iron, vitaminA,nicotinic acid; riboflavin and 
ascorbic acid to be "cause for concern." 
Odendaal etal [58] examined the frequency with which various 
foods Were eaten by rural and urban Venda chil dren and thei r 
findings can be summarised as follows: 
both groups were breastfed 
. mai z~ meal parr; dge and butter/margarine and peanut butter 
were eaten every day 
other starchy foods such as potatoes, rice, sweet potatoes 
and samp were eaten from once a day to once a week 
protei n .. ri ch foods such as meat, fi sh. chicken, cheese, 
eggs, beans and insects wer:e eaten once or twi ce a week 
fruit and vegetables W~re eaten at least 3 times ~ week 
tea was commonly drunk by the urban chi 1 dren, coffee by the 
rura 1 ch il dren 
biscuits, sweets, sugar and jam were more frequently used by 
the urban children 
the urban children ate three mea ls a day, the rural children 
only two meals a day 
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Friedman [59] a 1 soexami ned. the frequency with which foods 
were eaten - his study was carried out on families in a rural 
part of Natal, the Valley of a Thousand Hills. In his study, 
households were visited 6 times. Food frequencies are 
cl assifi ed according to the number of days on whi ch food was 
consumed out of a total of6 visits.i.e. 
Frequently consumed - 5 to 6 days 
Commonly consumed - 3 to 4 days 
Infrequently consumed - to 2 days 
Rare ly consumed - 0 days 
He found food frequenci es as foll ows: 
i) Frequently consumed: 




Tea and Coffee 







iii) Infrequently consumed 
Fruit 
Curry and chillies 
Brown bread 




Cows mi lk 
Unsaturated fats 
Butter and margarine 
fri edman conc 1 uded that the di et was "poorly 
balanced", 
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b) International Studies 
The major findings of selected studies on the dietarY intake of 
pre- schoo lchil dreni n the USA [53], Jerusa 1 em [49] and the 
U.K.[60] are summarised below. 
Table 4 
Major findings of selected international studies on dietary 
intake of pre..;;school children 
I I 1 1 I 1 1 I 1 1 
I I Energy I Protei ril Ca I fe I Vit AI Thia jRibo 1 Asc AI 
I I (kJ) I (g) I (rrg) I(rrg ) I (IU) 1 (rrg) , I (rrg) I (rrg) I 
I I 1 I I 1 1 1 , 1 I 
I I I 1 I I 1-·-1 1 1 
I USA* : 1968-1970 1 1 1 I 1 I 1 1 I 
1 i)recei ving supp 1 erents/ I 1 I ! I I I I I 
I ,Food Aid- I 5813 I 51,0 ,I 658 I 8,6 1 3700 1 1,7 1 2,41 110 1 
I 1 I 1 1 I 1 1 I 1 
I i i) not recei vi ngl 1 I I I I 1 1 I 
I supp 1 erents/F ood A id , 1 5600 1 53,0 1 647 I 9,5 1 4578 1 0,8 1 1,31 50 I 
I I I I 1 1 1 I 1 I 
1 1 I 1 I I I I-I I 
IJERUSJIlEM: 1980 I I I I 1 I I I I 
I - (middle & lONer social I I I I I ' 1 I I I I I 
I class) I 4763 I 45,8 I - I 6,1 I - I - I -I - 1 
I I I I 1 I 1 1 1 1 I 
I (upper social class) I 5670 I 53,9 I - I 6.8 I - 1 - , I - I 1 
1 I I 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 
1 I 1 1 1 1 1--1-1 I I 
1 UK: 1988 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 
I Caucasians 1 - 1 33,2 1 538 1 4,5 1 - , I - I 35 I 
1 1 , 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 Asians 1 - 1 37,8 1 783 1 5,5 1 1 - 1 -I 47 1 
1 1 1 I 1 1 I 1 1 I 
1 I I 1 1-' - , 1--,- 1- '-' 1 I I 
J Ciskei ** : 1984 [45] ! 61oo 1 42 I 477 7,5 1 1654 1 0,97 10,96 1 26 1 
I 1 1 1 , I ! I I ----
* LONE!stsoci~-:-ecbnanic group, average cakulated for age 3-6years 
** Data fr01l theCiskeiare included in this table for purposes of cO'[1Jarison 
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In drawing comparisons between the local and international data, it 
can be seen that apart from energy and thiamine, i ntakesof most 
nutrients (protein, cal cium, irbn,vitami~ A, riboflavin and ascorbic 
ac id) · ofCi~keian children are somewhat lower than those of children 
in the USA. By contra st, data from other 1'oca 1 stud i es( see Table 3) 
i ndi cate ] ower intake s of ene~gy than j n either the USA or Jerusal em. 
In the Jerusalem study, food frequencies were also examined with the 
result~ as follows: 
Table 5 
ftequencywithwhich selected food items are consumed: Jerusalem study 
1 I I I "1 .. ' .' .. ' ... I , Food Iten , At least onte ' fvnre thah onte ' ante a week ' !. Less than once I 
I , a day I a week , , a, week j , j , , I I 
I , I , I I 
'Milk , 76 , 14 ! I 10 I 
I Mi lk Products j 90 I 10 , I 
I Meat I , 43 33 , 24 I 
I Poultry , 3 I 73 3 I 20 , 
, Fish I 3 , 43 20 I 33 , 
I Liver sausage I , 24 I 20 I 56 I I 
I Eggs I 57 I 37 I I 6 I 
I Vegetables , 94 I 6 , I , 
I Fruits I 94 I 6 I I , 
1 Beans I 6 I 66 I 14 I 14 I 
I Cereals I 94 I 6 I I I 


















4.5 Social, Cultural and Economic Variables and Malnutrition 
4.5.1 The eq>1ogica1 approach 
The role played by social, cultural and economic factors in 
the development and eventual outcome of malnutrition is well 
documented [4; 6; 25;27;61 ;62] and the importance of thse 
factors in defining effective and appfopriate interventive 
programmes is self-evident. 
In additi on to supp lyi ng i nformati on as to the poss i b 1 e cause 
of the mal nutriti on and faci litati ng more effect; ve nutriti on 
education, these factors may also give an indication of the 
genera 1 envi ronment and overa 11 health status [63]. 
Sanjur states that factors including socio-economic data, food 
consumpti on patterns and cultura l-anthropol ogica 1 data are 
needed for the overall assessment of nutritional status. She 
refers to this as the "ecological approach" to the 
implementation ofa nutrition programme, where !!food and 
nutrition problems are viewed as subcomponents ofa larger 
ecosystem, alJconditioned by a multiplicity of ecological 
factors .i! 
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Thi sClPproach has been recommended in that it takes into 
consideration the complexity of problem's concerning food and 
nutrition and is more likely to re~ult in permanent alteration 
of nutrition practices [62]. 
Some of the factors that are considered to i nfl uence 
nutritional status are as follows: 
a} Economic 
Occupation [25;32] 
. Income [4; 5; 6; 16; 32; 33; 34;61 ;64; 65] 
Materi a 1 possess ions [32] 
Food prices [5; 32] 
Home food production {4; 5; 6; 65; 66] 
b) Social 
. Educational level [5; 16; 32;&5; 67] 
Housing (including fu~niture) [32] 
Water supply [5; 16; 25; 32; 64] 
. Food storag~ facilities [5; 32; 64] 
Pow~r source [4; 5;' 32] 
Familydemographics [4; 6- 16' 25' 3,'2' 3,3- 3'4' -64-
. . ' ' . ' , , , . , 
65;67] 
Lack of nutrit i Ona lknowl edge [4; 6; 16;27] 
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c) ,Cu ltura 1 
Food taboos [5; 6; 25; 26; 33; 61] 
Meal, patterns [6; 25;21.;33; 64] 
Food sharing [4; 5; 6;25; 27; 33; 34;64] 
Preference for ma le sex [33; 61] 
. Infant feeding practices [6; 16; 25; 27;61; 64; 65] 
Deci s ion maker for health re 1 ated practices 
[26; 27; 34] 
Status attached to foods [5; 26; 27; 68] 
Home stimulation of children [67] 
Identity of guardian Of child [4; 25;65] 
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4.5.2 Studies using the ecological approach 
Studies in Southern Africa where nutritional status of 
chil dren has been ; nvest; gated together with eco log; ca 1 
va~;ables are shown in Table 6. 
Only in some of these studies was an attempt made to investigate the 
relationship between certain of these variables and nutritional status. 
Westcott and Stott found income, father I ssupport, birth order, 
nutrition knowledge and possession of land to be significant influences 
on the incidence of mal nutrition whereas the re 1 at; onshi p between 
malnutrition and the identity of the childminder, clinic attendance, 
large number of sibling deaths and possession of a vegetable garden was 
not signiflcant. Surprisingly, they found a larger proportion of 
undernourished children in educated mothers which they feel could be . 
partly exp 1 ained by the greater number of unmarri ed mothers in thi s 
group [39]. 
Bac found the foll OWl n9 to be si gnifi cant lyassociated with acute 
malnutrition - total number of people and number of children under 
6 years of age per househol d, schoo 1 attendance of mother/chi 1 dmi nder . . - . - . , 
age of child, possession of land/animals, housing, clinic attendance, 
immunisation status, water supply and diet. 
Table 6 
Sulllliatyof studies in Southern Africa of nutritional status ·of children and ecological variables 
Are'a Yeat 
Soweto [40] 1977 
Subjects in whom 
nutritional status 
measured 
2 -1 6 yea r s (B 1 ac k) 
Ecological variables studied 
! hcome, presence of vegetab 1 e ,gardens 
Educationa11evels, housing water supp ly, 
cook ing and stor age f aci 1iti es, shopping 
habits, clinic attendance, household 
demographics,l eisure act; vit ies. 
Infant feeding practices 
- - --. ____ _ _ --' ________ 1-..:.. _ __ . _ _ _ _ __ ._. _ __ .. _ _ ~~_ .._____ -!.:....--____ . _ _ ._ ._ 
Transkei [39] I 1977 .0-5year·s (Black) 
~elukspah [65]l 1980 under 6 (Black) 
. Ci skei (69) 1981 0~5 years {Black) 
Income, presence of vegetable g.arden·s 
Educational 1 eve] s, support by father, 
.c1 i ni c attendance, f ami lydemogr aph i cs 
Nutrition knowledge ,i dent ity of chi 1 dminder 
Landlanimal possession, income, house 
construttion occupation 
Educat i onall eve ls,c 1; ni cattendance , 
immunisation status, water source 
Infant feedi ng practices, identity & age of 
childminder . 
Income 
Educational levels, whereabouts of father, 
family demographics 
Identity ·ofguardi an 
, 
N co , 
Table 6 
Sumnaryof studies in Southern Afrka of nutritional status of children and ecological 
v ari ab 1 es (cont) . . 
'Area Year 
Lebowa[42] 1982 
Subje.ctsi n whom 
nutritional status 
measured 
0-5 years (B 1 ack) 










0-5 +years .( I ndi an) 
0- 2 +years (B 1 ack) 
0-5 years (B1 ack) 
2-5 years (Indian) 
. I 
Ecological variables studied 
Home food production 
Water supply 
Income, employment 
Family demographics, clinic attendance, 
pregnancy & birth history, immunisation 
status. 
Income, employment 
Educational levels, household demogr aphics, 
access to medical facilities. . 
Infant feeding p~actices 
. Income, emp 1 oyment, presence of · 
vegetable gardens, possession of anima.ls. 
Educat i ·onal level s, water $UPP ly, household 
demographicsillness, immunisatton status, 
cl in i c at tend anc-e .. 
Preference for health services 
Income 
Educat i ona 1 1 eve1 s 






SUl1ll1ary of studies in Southern Africa of nutri t.i onal status of children and ec.ol ogica 1 
vMi~l~ ~o~) . 
--- - - -'-~--.--. --. --_. __ ._._-_._._._._-" :.... _-'--_. _ . __ ._._-
··Area Year 
Tongaat x2 [72]11985 
[73] 









Ca 11 race groups) 
1~4 years 
(Black) 
-- ---.4-----. _. _ _ ~. __ -"--~c.. _ _ _ . ____ . _ _ _ . 
Mamre [75] 1988 0-11 years 
(Coloured) 
Ecological variables studied 
Birth history 
lime spent with chi ld, mothers' percept; on 
of childs I eati ng habi ts, frequency of 
mea 1s ~ food purchasi ng, prenatal diet 
Infant feeding practices 
. Social class 
Frequency of meals 
Infant feeding practices 
occupation 
Educational levels, household demographics, 
water supply, sewage disposal, possession of 
animals, power source , clinic attendance, · 
possession of clinic card,illne·ss. 
--~--ll------- -------~------~-------------~-~--~~ 
Ciskei [76] 1990 D~2 years 
(Black) 
_ _ _____ . . _____ • __ .. .. .~ ..1., _ _ '--
Educational levels, child's place of 
birth, diarrhoea treatment, feeding 
practices, family planning, food 
supplementation, visits from village health 
workers, cl in; c card,i mmun; sat ion. 
I 
"'" o I 
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The followlng were significantly 'associated with chronic malnutrition -
age of chi ld. marital status of mother, cl inicattendance (65]. Thomas 
fourid that maternal education bore no relation to nutritional status 
but that identity of the childminder, stable family life, whether or 
not child is supported by the father and income were important iri , this 
respect. She concluded that "the main cause of low-weight-for-age in 
Ci skei is poverty ,whi 1 e the mal n cause of kwashiorkor is the 
disruption of family life" [69]. Ji nabhai found asi gnificant 
association with income [70] whereas the study by Lazarus and Bhana did 
not show this [71]. 
They also found,as did Thomils. no significant association beb/een 
nutritional status and maternaledutationallevel, nor between ,birth 
history, time spent ~ith children by fathers, prenatal nutrition, 
,weaning age, duration of breast feeding, or food expenditure. Theydid. 
however find a significant relationship between the ' type Of officer 
present at del; very. mothers' perceptions of chil oren' s eating habits, 
regularity of foodi ntake, type of foods used forweani ng and foods 
eaten at breakfast and lunch but not s~pper [71; 12; 73]. By contrast, 
Kuhn et al in their study in a ruraJ village in Ciskei, found that 
nutritional status was associated with materna leducat i on and the 
child's place of birth [7~j. 
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The variations contained in these data confirm the complexity of 
(ood/nutrition proble~s and the difficulty of drawing fi~m conclusion~ 
. as to the factors associated with malnutrition. Malnutrition ;s 
traditionally thought to be a result of ignorance and poverty. but it 
is clearly not that simple. Whilst income is undoubtedly important. 
studies both in Southern Africa and elsewhere have not shown there to 
be a direct relationship between this and nutritional status [67;71]~ 
In thei r study, Westcott and Stott conc 1 uded that "the two most 
important factors associated with weight below the third percentile 
Were income ....... and the 1 ack of sound di etary knowledge. 1I Th; s is 
of great relevance to this particular study, because it highlights the 
importance ·of nutrition education. Indeed~ Westcott and Stott conclude 
that lid; etary knowl edge can go along way towards protecti ng chil dren 
from unfortunate fami ly ci rcumstanc:es. They cauti on, however, that thi s 
iSnat infallible in preventing malnutrition', neither is raised income 
'-"both factors are required for a healthy child populationll [39]. This 
Ohly serves to underline the necessity for the investigation of several 
carefully ~e 1 ected eco log; ca 1 vari ab 1 es when undertaki ng a study of 
nutriti ona 1 status. 
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4.6 '. Assessment; of Nutritional Status 
A genera I defi nit i on of the nutrit i ona 1 status of an 
individual is "the condition of health of the individual as 
influenced by the utilisation of the nutrients" [77]. It is 
therefore a measure of nutritional well-being . . There are 
several methods for assessing nutritional status, including 
anthropometric measurements. Accordi ng to Jell iffe however, 
"a.11 the methods that can be used for the assessment of the 
nutritidnal status of a community are individually imperfect, 
inaccurate and subject to the; r own techni ca 1 errors" and it 
; s therefore recommended that vari ous approaches be used 
simultaneously. [32]. 
Ideally, nutritional status should be assessed using a 
combination of dietary, clinical and biochemical procedures 
[78]. The feasibllityof using these measures shoulqhowever 
becpnsi dered and procedures selected that are in 1 i ne with 
the object i ves of the study. For the purpose of thi s study, 
nutritional status was ~valuatedusing an aSsessment of 
di etar,y ; ntake together with anthropometry. 
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4.6.1 Anthropometry 
Of all the measurements used to assess the nutritional 
status of a community, the most widely used are the 
anthropometric measurements for assess i ng growth and 
development [22]. There are however a "confusing 
proliferation of nutrition status .; ndices and 
recommendations for · their use" [79]. It is necessary 
therefore to have knowledge and understanding of the 
vari ous i ndi cators i h order to se 1 ect those most 
appropri ate for a part; cu lar study. Ideally, measurements 
should be easy to take and indices should . provide an 
accurate assessment of the degree ofriJalnutrition in the 
community. Since it is frequently difficult to obtain 
accurate ages, indices that arei ndependent of age are 
particularly useful. (3; 32]. 
4.6.1.1 Anthropometric .measurements 
AnthropometriC measurements common 1y used to assess 
nutritional status include weight, height and mid upper arm 
circumference. [22; 32; 80]. 
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. a) Weight 
Jelliffe · describes wei~hing as "the key 
anthropometric measurement" [32]. Obtaining accurate 
weight measurements in large field studies does 
however poseprob 1 ems as scales that have a high 
degree of accuracy are impractical for field use. 
Scales used in the field should be "sturdy, 
inexpensive, easily transportable and accurate to 
within the limits required." Spring scales are not 
recommended since they are liable to stretch . Beam 
balance scales are commonly used but ., more recently, 
electronic digital display scales suitable for the 
purpose have been developed. 
b) Height 
Height is a measure of JineargrOwth. The field 
measurement of height is relatively easy since it 
requi res 1 ittl e equipment. The use of ameasuri ng 
rod, headpi ece and flat base wi 11 ensure a 
suffi ci E;nt lyaccurate measurement [32;81]. 
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c) Mid-upper arm circumference 
Mid-upper armcircumf'erence(MUAC) gained popularity 
as a result of its being quick and easy to measure. A 
three-coloured cord or "5hakir Strip"is. particularly 
useful in this regard [82]. Most authorities agree 
that it correlates well with weight for height [80; 
83] although there have been claims to the contrary 
{84; 85]. It is common 1y used as a qUl ck screeni ng 
method for detecting protein-energy malnutrition in 
early chil dhood. Concern has however been expressed 
as to its 1 ack of sensitivity [86;87] . Although 
regarded a.5 useful in emergency situations such as 
famine for detecting children with a high mortality 
. risk {80; 84;88] it is not considered necessary to 
measure MUAC in · addit i On to wei ght and height since ·· 
these provide essentially the same information,or, 
as stated by Waterlow Ha thin child has a thin 
arm" [80]. 
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4.6.1.2 Indices based {)n anthrop~_tric meClsur~nt 
Indi cescommon 1y used for measuri ng nutriti anal status are 
weight-for-ag~. weight-for height and height~for~age. ~one 
of these is ideal on its own, but each has merit in 
refle~tingdifferent aspects of malnutrition. 
a} Weight-for-Age 
Weight for a given age gives an indication of both 
curreritandlong-term Uhdernutrit ion. -Bycompari ng 
we; ght-for-age for a gi ven communitywi th an accepted 
standard, an assessment of the nutritional status of 
both i ndi vi dua 1 chi ldren and the comll)unity can be 
made. Because it is sensitive to small changes, it 
allows Changes over a short period of time to be 
monitored. Since it is age dependent ,it c:annotbe 
used where itis impossible to determine accurate 
ages of the children (22]. 
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b) Height-for-Age 
Height-for";age gives an indication of chronic 
malnutrition or nutritional status over the long-term 
~ a deficit implying undernutrition over a long 
periOd of time. Waterlow has described this as 
"stunti ng." Like weight-far - age, hei ght-for-age has 
the di sadvantage of being age dependent andgeneti c 
. variations must be taken into account when making 
compari sons. Another d i saqvantage is the diffi cu lty 
in measuri ng hei ght accurately in very young 
children [22; 23; 81]. 
c )Wei-ght -for..;Hei ght 
We; ght-for-hei ght is an i ndi cator of short-term or 
cur~ent nutritional status. It can be used to assess 
the degree of acute malnutrition in an individual or 
to monitor the nutrifional status of a community at a 
given time. An individual with low weight-far-height 
can be said to be " ..... asted" [22; 23; 81] In a survey 
co~paring various nutritional indices, Anderson found 
weight-for-height to be "the best single 
anthropometric indicator of current nutritional 
status in preschool children more than one year 
old" (79]. 
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Using the three measures described above. ith,as been 
suggeited [23] that children could be classifi~d into 
four broad anthropometric categories: 
., 
' normal 
acute malnutrition (wasti.ng) 
acute plus chronic malnutrition (wasting and 
stunting) 
nutritional dwarfism (stunting) 
4.6.1.3 Classfication of nutritional status , using anthropometric 
measures 
To evaluate nutritional status of a community using 
anthropometric measures such as weight-for-age, 
height-for-age and we; ght-for-hei ght, it is necessary to 
Compare such information with an accepted standard . 
Percentages below pre-determined cut-off points can then be 
calculated,giving an indication as to the extent of 
malnutrition in that community. For meaningful comparisons 
at an i nternat iona 1 1 eve 1, both the standards and 
classification criteria should be universally agreed upon. 




'Thestaridards u sed as a hasi s for comparison for 
anthropometri c measurements are compi 1 ed usi ng the 
measurements obtained from a stat i sf; cally adequate 
random sample of the sample from which they are 
drawn. As a result of the so-called "secular trend" 
towards heavi er and taller popul ati ons in the last 
,century it has been necesSary to produce new 
standards from time to time [32; 89]. Whitehead and 
Paul have suggested that changes; n infant feeding 
prattices are associated with changes in growth 
patterns, possibly necessitating a review of Current 
standards [90]. Standards used in the past i nc 1 ude 
those compiled by Tanner in Englalld and the Boston 
(Harvard) and Iowa standards from the United States 
bfAmerica. 
The standards currently recommended for use are the 
NCHS standards, compi led by the National Center for 
Health and Statistics, USA [22;91; 92]. 
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A major is~ue concerning standards is whether it is 
necessary to estab 1i sh and use 1 oca 1 standards for 
part; cul ar groups or whether CDmpari son with a 
"universal" standard is acceptable. Jelliffe believes 
that it should be "the ultimate aim of nutritionists .. 
to prepare and use 1 oca 1 standards for different 
ethnic groups" [32], since this would allow for 
differences in genetic potential for growth. He also 
states that local standards are difficult to compile 
and the lack thereof frequently necessitates the use 
of a general standard, even though this may be 
"genetically 1 ess appropriate" [32]. 
Habicht et al submit that general standards based on 
well-to-do children are acceptable for use in 
Children from a lower socio-economicbackground, 
based on their finding that differences in growth are 
more likely to be influenced by environmental than by 
genetic factors. A study by Warri ngton and. Storey 
supports this view since it revealed few significant 
differences between children of Indian origin and 
indigenous white children in theU.K [60]. 
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Dat'a from Egypt, Togo and Haiti also supports this 
view [93; 94]. Coovadia et a1 believe that the 
standards "established in the developed world can 
serve as gui des to growth in the South African Negro 
chi ld" based on their findings that the heights and 
we; ghts of the younger ch il dren ; n thei r study are in 
line with international standards,since this would 
tend to indicate that Black children have the 
potential to reach the standards for height and 
weight established for white children. [18]. Miller 
et a 1 refute the crit i csm that a genera 1 standard is 
"i nappropri ate for compari son wi th chi] dren of other 
socio..,economic and ethnic backgrounds"[l4]. They 
believe that the reference population is not a 
"standard"but rather abase li ne for comparison. It 
has also been suggested that a universal standard is 
suitable for pre-schoolchi ldren although the same 
maynot apply to older children [31]. 
A major concern regarding the compilation and use of 
local standards is that in the absence of sUfficient 
properly-nourished local children the standards would 
be based on measure~ents of children suffering from 
varying degrees of malnutrition. 
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This Could result in the truth being camouflaged 
[95]. Co~versely, standatds based on the mea~urement 
of over-nourished chi 1 dren could resu It in 
i nappropri ate i nformat ion regard ing optima 1 
measurements being applied to developing' communities 
[96]. With regard to South Afri can standards, both 
Cameron and Richardson recommend the development of 
local stand~rds provided these are compiled with care 
~nd take environmental and socio-etonomic factors 
into account Ill; ~l]. As yet no South African 
standards are available. 
b) ' Classification criteria 
Waterlow has stated the genera lrequirementsaf a 
classific~tion system for protein energy malnutrition 
to be one which is qualitative, quantitative and 
simple and Which affersaguide to practical action 
[80]. 
Various classification systems have been proposed. 
These ,include the Wellcomeclassification, the Gomez 
cl assifi (Cit ion and those proposed by Waterlow and 
McLarenarid Read [98] . Characteristics of these are 
summari sedi nTab le 7. 
TABLE 7 . - SUMMARY .OF SYSTEMS FOR . CLASSlrYlNG NUTRITONALSTATUS 
II  
, SYSTEM 'INDEX i ClASSlrICATlON CRITERIA ADVANMGES DISADVANTAGES' 
I I ' I , 
I . , , I 
I Gomez [98] I Weight for Age I First Degree (Mild) Simple Age dependent I 
, I I Malnutrition : 75~90% of standard I 
I , ., Does not distingui.sh , 
,11 I Second Degree (mode rat e) between acute & chronic , 
I , , Ma;lnutrition : 60.~75% of standard malnutrition, I 
, I , I 
, , I Severe Malnutrition: .(60% of Underestimates no. of , 
I I I standard normal chi.ldren , 
11 I , 
, ' I 
I Jell,iffe .{3Z] I Weight for Age I Four grades of malnutti .tion Each degree of Age dependent 1 , ' malnutri t ion one , 
11 , 18.0-90-% M standard I standard Does .not distinguish ' , 
I I I II 70-8U% of standard 1 d.eviationfrc::1 hetween acute & chronic , 
I I 1 III 60-70% of standard 1 the mean 1 malnutrition I 
, 1 'IV ..( 60% of standard , 1 , 
I I 1 . I , , 
I . , . , t, I 
I Wel1come{81] I Weight for Age I Kwashiorkor: , lakes cl inical , Age dep.endent I 
I , 60-8U% Ms tandard, oedema present , si gns into I , 
I I . I account, Does not distinguish I 
, I Unde,rnciurished: I . I b.etween acute & chronic I 
, , 60-80% of standard, . no oedema , I mal nutrit ion 1 
I I '. .' I I ' . I 
. I , Marasmic kwashiorkor.: , . . Widely used , Disregards spectrum of , 
1. 1 ,z.. 60% of standard, oedema present , , severe rEM I 
I" I I . 1 
I I I Marasmus: , , . Does not include duration I 
',. 1 J .(60% of standard, no oedema I 1 asa criterion I 
· 1 11 I 1 
I :: 
I 
TABLE 7 SUMMARy OF SYSTEMS FOR CLASS.IFYING NUTRITIONAL STATUS (cont) 
, ' " , 
SYSTEM 1 INDEX , CLASSIFICATION CRITERIA ADVANTAGES' DISADVANTAGES 1 
1 ' I 1 1 
--,----.:...-,""'"""--1" 1
Waterlow [80]1 He,ight for Age and 1 Normal Independent of I Relatively complex 1 
1 Wei ght for , Hei'ght 1 age 1 1 
1 1 Stunted (low height for age) 1 1 
1 ' I Grade 0 ' > ,95% of standard 1 ,I 
1 1 Gradel:, 90-95% of standard 1 
1 ' 1 Grade 2 ' 85-90% of ' standard 1 
1 Grade .3 <- 85% of standard 1 I' ' , , 1 
1 1 Wasted 1 
1 1 1 
1 1 Grade 0 > 90%, of standard 1 
1 'I Grade 1 80-90% of standard 1 
1 1 Grade 2 70-80% of 'standard 1 
1 1 Grade 3 <. 70% of standard 1 
I , 1 ' 1 I 1 I~~--~--~--~~-
1 " I 1 
1 McLaren & Read 1 Weight for Height Normal 90-110% of ,standard 1 Independent of 1 Does not identify 
1 [99] 1 , 1 age 1 "stunted"children 
1 1 Mi Id malnutrition: 85-90% of 1 1 Le. refers only ,to 
1 standard 1 Includes a 1 short-terin ma'lnutrition 
1 1 , 1 category for 1 
1 1 Moderate malnutrition :75-85% of 1 overweight 1 
1 I. standard 1 r 
I 1 . , ' I 1 
1 1 Severema 1 nut riti on :Z 75% of 1 1 
I 1 standard 1 I 






Apart from these classification, syst,ems, a number of 
allometric relationships between weight and height 
ha~e been proposed. Th~se include: 
I " the Dugda 1 e index (we; ght/hei ght' ) 
Ehrenbergs index (log weight - 1,6 height) 
the Quetelet index (weight/height2 ) 
the K coefficient 
(K=2 ,j( [wei ght( g) ] lIT x He; ght (cm)] 
Ohce again these all have value in certain conditions 
but none is considered ideal [23; 80; 81; 98; 100; 
101 ]. 
Standards are frequent ly presented i h the form of 
percentile charts and; n this, case c l assification is 
recommended asfo llows: 
Measurements bet~e~n the 25th and 75th 
percentiles are like1y to represent normal 
growth. 
Measurements between the lOth and 25th, and 
75th and 90th percentiles mayor may not be 
norma 1, dependi ng on vari ous factors such as 
genetic potential and the environment. 
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MeaslJrernentsabove the 90th and bel 0\'1 the 
10th 'may indicate the necessity for 
medical . ~eferral, 
Measurements aboVe the 95th and below the 
5th shou 1 dbe referred and fon owed up. 
[102] 
Measurements below the 3rd percent~le have 
been described as "at risk . both for 
morbi dity and morta' ity" [91]. 
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4.6.2 Assessment of niet~ry Intake 
4.6.2.1 Diet . Survey Methods 
The accurate assessment of di etary intake is an integral 
part of many nutritional studies yet the methodology 
presents many challenges with regard to Validity and 
reliability. There is as yet no sing1emethod that is 
consideted acceptable as a means of assessing food intake 
of free-living individuals [103]. Several methods have been 
developed, each with its own particular advantages and 
limitations. The choice of method should "clearly be 
appropri ate to the stated objecti ves of the study" [104]. 
0; et survey methods common ly used i ncl ude the fo llowi ng: 
a) Dietary History 
Thi .s attempts to establish the "long-term history or 
pattern of usual .i ntake e . _ •• . _ and requires an 
extensive interview by a trained nutritionist" [105] 
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b) Seven..,day record of actual intake 
This is believed to "give a ·· re(is6nablyaceurate 
measurement of actual intake" [l05] and is carried 
out by weighing or measuring of portion siZes of 
foods eaten over a seven day period. Iti s 
impractical for large surveys because ·of the high 
degree of co-operation required from the respondents. 
cl 24 Hour recall . 
Respbndentsare required to recall food i~take over 
the previ ous 24 hours. Si nce thi s ; s the method · of 
choice in thi s study, it will be di scussed more fully 
in this review of the literature. 
et) 7 Day recall 
Respondents are requi red to reea 11 food intake over 
the previous 7 days . Reliance On memory for such a 
long period of time results in loss of accuracy 
n05]. 
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e) F oodFrequency 
Thi s attempts to measure the frequency with which 
various foods are eaten . It is often used in 
combination with other methods [62; 106; 107]. 
4.6~2.2 Validation 
The validation of diet survey methods is notorious1y 
difficult because food i ritake i sa . constant lychangi ng 
entity. For this reason, most attempts to valid~te the 24 
hour recall have invo l ved comparison of results obtained by 
thi s .method wi th those obtained by the 7 day record of 
actual intake. The frequently quoted studies by Young, 
GerSovitz and Hankin indicated overall agreement in r~sults 
\ 
achieved by the two methods [l08; 109; 110]. In another 
stugy, Madd~n compared nutri ent val ues deri ved from weighed 
dietary i ntake(obtai ned by unobtrusive observation and 
subsequent weighing of plate waste} and 24 hour recall of 
the same 1 unch-t ime meal. No significant dHferences were 
found between any of the seven nutri ents measured. The 
recall method did however tend to uhderestimate overall 
enetgy intake (111]. 
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Eyberg compared the protein, calcium and phosphorus content 
of diets obtained by a 2 hour recall and laboratory 
' analysis of duplicate diets, in a rural Black community. 
,The correl(itiO'li between ' the two methods was "excellent" 
[112] . 
In order to establish the validity Of the 24 hour recall 
when administered to parents as a means of assessing food 
intake of young children, Klesges et al, Treiberetal and 
Eck et al have compared data obtained using a24hour 
recall with weighed foodi ntake, food frequency and 
unobtrusive observations respectively. In all cases, good 
corre 1 at i on was found between the two methods and it is 
concluded that 24 hour recall is a useful means of 
evaluati~g food intake of pre-schoolers [113;114; 115]. 
It has also been proposed that the validity of the 24 hou~ 
' recall is likely to be greater in less sophisticated 
communities where eating patterns are relatively simple, 
since thi s means there are fewer types of food to recall 
and recall is therefore easier [81; 112]. 
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4.6.2.3t imitations of the 24 hour re<:al1 
Re1 i anc~ .onlJlell10rY 
The inaccuracies found in data "obtained using the 24 hour 
reca 11 are 1 argel y the resu 1t of the reli ance on memory. 
Recall maybe incompl~te. because IImost people eat without 
devoting full attention to the type and amount of foods 
they are eatingll 016]. Respondents may also elaborate on 
details. adding or omitting certain information. It has 
however been found that younger women recall information 
about food better than either older women or men {103; 104; 
117; 118]. 
F1~t . slope syndrom~ 
The IIfl at slope syndrome ll has been descri bed in several 
studies testing the va 1 i dity of the 24 hour recall. A 1 so 
described as IItalking a good dietll [111] this is the 
. phenomenon whereby respondents tend to over report small 
intakes and under report 1 arge intakes [108; 109; 111; 
119]~ This has the effect of intrOducing lIa downward bias 
in the nu~ber of subjects with extremely low and extremely 
hi gh intakes" [109]. 
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Vari(itionsin day-to~dayintakes 
The 24 hciur recall has been · criticised in that it · 
represents .only one day 's j ntake which is not · necessari ly 
an accurate reflection of a usual pattern of intake. Heady 
and Hankin h00everfound that despite large diffeterices in 
individual intakes from day to day, mean intakes of the 
group were not significanily different [110; 120]. 
4.6.2.4 Motivation for using the 24 h9ur recall 
When evaluating the different methods for assessing dietary 
. intake in order to select amelhod fora particular study, 
Hi s frequently "necessary loshi kea ba1 ancebetween 
accuracy arid va1idity on the one hand and practicability on 
the other 11 [121]. 
Despite its recognised 1 imitati.ons, the . studi es quoted 
above arid othe~s, have res~lted ihthe conclusion that the 
24 hour recall method is an acCeptable method of assessing 
food intake when used on groups of at 1 east 50 respondents 
and where an error of 10% can be tolerated [105; 108]. It 
cannot be used to assess the nutrient intake of 
individuals~ but is of value in Obtaining"a good estimate 
of current food consumption by groups" [103]. 
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It requires a far smallerdegre~ of co-opiration from the 
study populC).tion and is less expensive than other diet 
survey methods, rnak i ng it a su it ab 1 e choi ce for 1 arge scale 
epidemiological studies. The likelihood of inaccuracies can 
be lessen~d by using a structured record sheet for 
intefviews, food models and / or examples of commonly used 
household measure.sand thorough training of the 
interviewef(s) []06; ]22]. 
4;.6.2.5 Iflterpret~tion of diet~rydata 
Data on food i ntakemust be interpreted with caution. 
Interpretation i nvo 1 ves the ana lys is of nutri entva 1 ues of 
food consumed and the compari son of these va 1 ueswith an 
?cceptable standard, in order to evaluate the nutritional 
adequacy of the diet. Meaningful results are therefore 
dependent Oh the qua 1 i ty of data on food compos iti on . and 
the dietary standafd used. 
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a) '. Data on food composition 
In . relying on foodcornpositiOil tables to . calculate 
nutri ent intakes it must be accepted that such .tab les 
may contain certain weaknesses. These include 
p6ssibleerrors resulting from inadequate sampling or 
errors in nutritional assays, failure to indicate 
missing values and failure to take into account 
differences in bioavailability [78; 123]. Using 
different tables may compound such errors as a result 
of different methods being used in thecbmpilation of 
the tables [78]. The food composition tables used in 
this study ( those compiled by the South Afri can 
Research Institute for Nutritional Diseases) have the 
additional problem of the Jack of local data and 
subsequent reliance on values . obtaihedelsewhere 
[124] . 
b) Oi etary Standards 
When using dietary standards to assess adequacy of 
nutri ent intake, it~ s important that the bas is of 
the standard is clearly understbod[123]. 
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The standard most commonly used in nutrition studies 
is the "Recommended Dietary Allowance," or (RDA). This 
represents a "1 evel of intakesuffi cient to meet the 
needs o{essentially all healthy people" [123]. The 
RDA's have been formulated s6 as to allow a 
considerable "safety margin" both above and below the 
prescribed values. A nutrient intake in 1inewith the 
RDA's does not necessarily ensure adequate 
nutritional status, neither does an intak~ less than 
the RDA's imply an inadequate intake. The further the 
intake falls below the RDA, however, the greater the 
risk of inadequacy amongst the population 
[78; 123;125]. As far as excessive intakes are 
concerned, ambuntsas much as two or three times the 
RDA can, inmost cases, be consumed without 
endangering h~alth [125]. 
Further limitations of the RDA's include the fact 
that they do not make provision for special 
'nutri tiona lrequi rementsi n di fferentmedi ca 1 
conditions and the absence of RDA'i for certain 
nutrients {125]. 
Despite these limitations, RDA's are cons 'ide.red an 
acceptab 1 emeans of assessing the adequacy of the 
diet, provided they are applied to groups and not 
individuals anqinterpreted with ca!1tion (lB; 125). 
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4.7 · rvaluation Of nutrition knowledge and interest in nutrition 
studies designed to evaluate the nutrition knowledge of 
vari ,ous groups in Southern Africa have been carri~d out by 
Wagstaff, Wal ker et a 1 , Lubbe and Fr;edman 
[59~ 126; 127;128]. 
Wagstaff questioned cl group of randomly sel ected adu lts as 
well as the mothers or childminders escorting children 
attending the Paediatri~ Outpatient Depaftment at Baragwanath 
Hospital in Soweto. In those with an educational level below 
Std 8 who had recei ved nutrit ion instruction, approximate ly 
70% considered a mi xed di et necessary for health and 
recognised protein as a body bt;\ilding food. In those with a 
similar level dfeducation but who had not received nutrition 
instruction 57% considered a mixed diet necessary for health 
but only 30% recognised protein as a body building food. 
Wagstaff concluded that nutrition education was "well 
estab 1 i shed in Sowetol ' and that the "vast majority have a 
reasonable basic knowledge of nutrition" [126]. 
<W9 1ker et a1 studied housewives of three different ethnic 
groups (White, Indian and Coloured) in Johannesburg, Springs 
and Durban. Questions were included concerning know)edge of 
nutrients and sources thereof and the function of various 
foods. Theproport ions of correct answersamongs t Whites, 
Indians and Coloured were 50%, 41 % and 43~ respectively, which 
was considered i'unsatisfc1Ctory." Interest in cooking was 
however hi gh, as over 90% of all the housewi ves wer,e either 
"very or quite interested" in food preparation [127]. 
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Lubbe tested the nutrition knowledge of urban rural Zulus and 
South Sothos .( men and women) in Natal, the Orange Free State 
arid TransVaal ~ In thi s study it was found that amongst urban 
Zul us, between 50'70 and 80% i ndi.cated that they knew what was 
me. an. t b a balanced y diet. Amongst urban Sotho's this 
perc~ntage was between 38% and 58% and in the rural areas it 
ranged from 14% to 23%. When asked which foods are necessary 
for a balanced diet, not one respondent included foods from 
all five basic food groups. The majority of respondents listed 
foods from two or three of the food groups and an appreciable 
number (between 45% and 100%) regarded sugar as being part of 
a balanced diet. Amongst the rural group, only 10~24% were in 
favour of breast feedi ng for babi es under 6 months - thi s 
percentage rose to between 39 and 60% in the urban group. 
Between 67% and 97% of all respondents di sagreed with the 
statement, "i, t does not matter what type of food a chil d eats 
as long as hi s stomach is full" a lthough8% of the urban and 
23% of the rur~l respondents indicated that they either agreed 
or did not know. Similarly, 8% of the urban and 48% of the 
rura 1 respondents either agreed with the foll owi ng statement 
or did not know 'ithether it was correct or incorrect: "Children 
are healthy if they eat only mal ze meal, samp andbread"Lubbe 
concluded that" gaps ' exist in the nutritional knowledge of 
rU,ra 1 and urban Zulus and South Sothos,parfi cu 1 ar ly with 
regard to their perception of a balanced diet and baby and 
ch il d feed i ng" [128]. 
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In hiS study of famil i esi n the Va 11 eyof a Thousand Hills, 
Fr';edman asked: "What simple rules does one follow inplanning 
a good diet?" The majority of respondents were able to give 
example50ffoods from the prot~in-ri<:h food group, the 
protecti ve foods (fruit and vegetah les) and the energy 
provi di ng foods (starches and sugars) but the concept of a 
ha 1 anced diet was not "strongly appreciated." Nutriti on 
education had been carried out in the area for several years 
prior to the survey but Friedman concluded that "there is 
still suffi cient 1 ack of understandi ng of nutrition requi ri ng 
a continuation and even intensification of nutrition 
education" [59]. 
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5. STUDY DESIGN AND RESEARCH METI-IODS 
5.1 . The Study Area 
In the initial planning stages of this study, the area 
selected for study was Newtown C, a fast growing peH -urban 
area inhabited mainly by squatters (people living in densely . 
populated, unplanned ' a-reas lacking basic facilities such as 
water, roads andsanitati on) and formi ng part of the 1 arge 
township of I nanda ,situated north west of Durban. However, 
shortly after fieldwork began, violence broke out in this 
area, making it fmpossi b le forfi e 1 dwork to continue. An 
alternative area,Malukazi, was therefore selected for study. 
Malukazi is an informal townshi~situated approximately twenty 
k i1 ometres south west of . Durban {see Appendix i for map 
showing area). Part of the area falls under the independent 
homeland of KwaZul u and the remaining area wasori gina lly 
allocated to the Asian community. This area has however 
increasingly been inhabited by B1 ad squatters with the result 
that it can now be classified as a Black squatter area. Many 
. Of the inhabitants can be regarded as temporary res; dents 
si nce they are refugees from other townshi ps, forced to vacate 
their homes as a result of violence in those are~s. The number 
of squatters moving into Mal ukazi has shown an appreciable 
iilcrease in the " past two years . Because Ma 1 ukazii s not 
cl earlj1 demarcated it i sdiffi cu ltto estimate the area it 
COYerS ,howeverthi s is assumed to be in the region of 50 
acres. Similarly, as a result of the rapidly increasing 
popu 1 ation in the ' area, only a rough estimate of the tota 1 
numberOfi nhabitants can be ' gi ven. 
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It is estimated that there are at least 1000 "squatter shacks" 
in Malukazi, each occupied bya minimum of 5-10 people, 
therefore it wou 1 cl appear that the popu 1 at ion of the area is 
in the region of 5000-ld 000. 
Health services in Malukazi are almost exclusively provided by 
the Islamic Medical Association. Some ten years ago, the 
IsipingoBranch of the Musiim Youth Movement, · who were 
carrying out missionary work in the area, recognised the need 
for health services there. This began on a temporary basis but 
as thepopu 1 at i on increased this proved i nsuffi ci entand a 
full time Clinic, run by the Islamic Medical Association,has 
operated in the area , for the past four years. The only other 
Cli~ic in the vicinity, run by the KwaZulu health a~thorities, 
is severq.l kilometres away. Being an informal township, ·· 
nei ther runni ng water nor waterborne sewerage are avail ab 1 e 
and the so-call ed "d; seases of poverty" are common. 
Malukazi was selected as the area for-study for several 
reasons: 
i) it is representative of the informal "squatter" areas 
bordering oh formal townships outside large cities 
i1) the Clinic operated by the Islamic Medical .Association 
provided a . suitable base for the intervi~wer and the 
Clinic sister was prepared to offer assistance with the 
study. 
iii) it is relatively close to Durban ~aking it easily 
accessible to researchers 
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5.2 ,Selection of the sample 
Drawing of a random sample in the area proved to be difficult. 
In atnoreformal townshi p where the areai s systemat ,ica lly 
divided into sections each with numbered houses and proper 
access, the method of choice for sample selection would be for 
thesampl e to be selected from the total number of houses by 
computer. This , was not possible for this particular study 
since Malukazi has not been formally plahned. 
An alternative system of drawing a randqm sample, similar to 
the "spinning the bottle" method Clpproved by the WHO, which 
Dse~ two throws of a dice (one to indicate direction and one 
to indicate the number ' of house in that direction to be 
selected) was attempted. This however proved impractical as 
the hi gh density and haphazard arrangement of the shacks as 
well as thel ack of proper access roads made it very difficult 
to locate and reClch a particular house in Cl givendire.ction. 
It was therefore decided to draw a systematic sample from 
those people attending the C1i,nic. rtwasrec:ognised that this 
would introduce an element of bias intothesamplein that it 
would represent only that portion of the population attending 
the Clinic rather than the population as a whole, but 
discuS~ions with the Clinic S~ster indicated that asa result 
of the measles immunisation campaign, clinic attendance was 
exc~ptionally high. 
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Since the majority of people at the Clinic were there solely 
for immu!lisation purposes, the problem ofa sample selected in 
this way reflecting drily that sector of the popu1ation who are 
already ill, was great 1y reduced. The sample ,wasdrawnwi th 
the aid of the Clinic Sister, who referred every tenth patient 
attending the Clinic to the interviewer for questioning, until 
a tota 1 . number of 150 respondents had been . se 1 ected. The 
average daily clinic attendance is approximately 130. Since 
the interviewing took place over a period of approximately 5 
months, the total number of respondents interviewed represents 
a sample of approximately 1,0% of people attending the Clinic 
in that period. 
In the final 1 • ana,,Ysls of . the data, however, only 148 
questionnaires were used. In the remaining two, errors in the 
recording of the house identity number made it impos~ible to 
use this data. 
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5.3 ~,pprov~l ' forthesludy 
Approval for the study was obtai n~d from the , 151 am; c Medical 
Association and from the Siste~ in charge of the Clinic. As a 
result of the Sister's major leadership role in this 
particular Community, approval by other community leaders was 
obtai~ed with ease. 
At the start of each interview, a brief description of the 
background and objecti ves of the study was gi lien to each 
respondent before requesting their consent to conti nue with 
the interview. to ensure confi denti a 1 ity ,number codes were 
allocated to the questionnairesahd only these were used once 
the questionnaires had, been coded. 
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5.4 . Collection of data 
Information was collected by means of f ace-to-facei nterv; ews 
between a single interviewer and respond~nts. In each case. 
respondentsinc 1 uded both the head of the. household and the 
childminder. Part of the interview took place in the Clinic 
and part of it in the household. Chi 1 dren were wei ghed and 
measured at the Clinic. 
5.4.-1 ChoiCe of data collection method 
In a surveY of the nature of this study, information could 
be obtained either by self-administered questionnaire, 
face-to-face interview or by di rectobservat ion . Direct 
observation has l imitedappl itation in this case but was 
selected as the best means of obtaining information on the 
childminders' body size. Face-to-face interviews were 
selected as the method of choice for collection of the 
other data for the following reasons: 
a) since the literacy of the study population was not 
known, it is possible that some of the respondents 
would not .. have been able to complete a 
self-administered questionnaire 
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b) the haphazard arrangement of the houses and 1 ack of 
formal addresses would have made the mail i ng and 
return df self-administered questionnaires difficult 
c) the relative lack of sophistication of~he study 
population, together with their unfamiliarity with 
quest i onnai r'es , could result in prob lemswhi ch a 
trained interviewer could overco~e. These include 
lack of interest, anxiety and a lack of understanding 
of certain questions [129]. 
The face-to-face or personal interView is regarded as 
often "the most useful andpowedu 1 . for surVey 
research" [130]. 
5.4.2 Choice of intervi ewer 
When the study was originally planned, it was intended that 
respondents woul d be intervi ewed by community health 
workers working in the study area, as it isge:nerally 
believed that quality of information collected from 
personal interviews is enhanced when the interviewer is 
from the same community as the respondents [131]. 
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Hoffmanet a 1 contend however that sensitive issues are 
mQre successfully handled by outsiders {7S] . The 1 atter 
aside, it was later realised that the use of community 
health workers as intervi ewers wou ld pr ove impracti ca 1 
because of their relative l y limited education. 
It was therefore decided · to select and train a single 
interviewer who would be reponsible for all the data 
collection; A staff nurse from a nearby area WqS selected 
for thi s purpose, on the basi s that she was of the same 
ethnic group, spoke the same language arid came from a more 
Dr less similar background tti that uf the respondent~.The 
u~eof a single interview~~ wa~also likely to improve the 
quality of the information collected by eliminating intra -
interviewer variation. 
5.4.3 Measurement of height and weight 
a) Height 
Height was measured by means ofa wooden measuring 
stick specially con~tructed fpr the purp6s~. Designed " 
to be easily carried, the stick was light, short 
(long enough to measure young children only) and 
could be folded in the middle. 
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The interviewer was provided with a thin, flat, 
rectangular plank to be used in the event of a 
horizontal floor riot being aV<1i1able, and aright 
angled pi eceof hardboard for useas a "head-piece." 
Subjects were required to stand either on the floor 
(if truly horizontal) or the plank with their heels 
up against the measuring stick WhiCh was held against 
a vertical surface .Hei ght was then read off the 
measuring stick using the "head-piece" placed 
vertically on the crown. 
b) Weight 
Since weight is the "most important single 
anthropometric . measurement that can be taken"[ll] 
the cho; ce of scale is very important. In thi s study, 
the scale had to be easy to transport therefore the 
highlj acCurate beam balance scale was not suitable. 
Bathroom sca 1 esa1though light and compact , are 
notoriously unreliable. 
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The use of a digital ~cale was therefore 
investigated. A battery operated Soehnle Gold Brand 
Di git~] bathroom s<::a le, accurate t025g ,was 
selected. This scale later however proved 
inconsistent therefore a good quality Tanita bathroom 
scale was used in additiont~ the digital scale. Both 
sca 1 eswere calibrated daily using a 20kgpack of 
fertil i ser and we; ghts adjusted accord; ngly. Wei ght 
was recorded with the subject wearing light clothing 
and without shoes. 
In the i nit i a 1 stages of the · study it was intended 
that in addition to height and weight, skinfold 
thickness and/or mid-upper arm circumference would be 
measured. Th; s proposal was 1 ater rejected on the 
grounds that: 
evidence of these measures supplying 
i nformat i on over and above that obtai ned by 
height and weight was insubstantial [80]. 
i;) the difficulty in obtaining accurate 
measurements of skinfold thickness det~acts 
from their usefulness 
i i i) the cal ipers 'for measuri ng sk i nfold thi ckness 
are expensive and are perceived as threatening 
by young children 
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5.5 Questionnaire Design 
The questionnaire or interview schedule , used in the study was , 
designed bearing the following pc:>i'nts in mind: 
completion should necessitate the least possible amount of 
writing 
questions shold be simple, easily understood by ,the , 
respondents and no unfamiliar terms should be used 
questions should give no indication of i'rig'ht" answers 
questions sho~ld follow a ,logical sequence 
questions that could offend respondents should be avoided 
. . 
The questionnaire should be as short as possible 
[129; 130; 131; 132] 
In order to improve va 1 i dity ,questions were phrased so as to 
lessen the likelihood of respondents providing inaccurate 
answetsor answers that were bel ieved to be those sought by 
the i ntervi ewer. I naddit ion , built-in checks and "trick'; 
questions were included where possible. When completed, the 
questionaires were translated into Zulu~ the language of the 
respondents. 
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Since the questionnaire was the key instrument in the study 
and was compiled over a 1 ehgthy period with input from a 
number of notable researchers who used a similar type of 
questionnaire in their 6wn. studies, a detailed explanation of 
the questionnaire design follows. 
Information required i~cluded the following: 
a) nutritional status of pre-school children using 
firstly anthropometric methods and · secondlydi etary 
intake 
b) information on various factors which might influence 
nutritional status, ~.g. 
socio-economiC status of the household 
family structure 
i dent ity, age and educat i ona 1 1 evel of ch i 1 dmi nder 
childminder's knowledge of nutrition 
breast vs bottle feeding 
eating patterh of the child 
intrafamilial distribution of food 
childminder's body size 
identity of decision~maker concerning food 
purChasing and preparation 
presence of a growth tard 
frequency of clinic visits 
number of children looked after by the childminder 
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cl background i nformat i on necessary for the development 
of an effective nutrit i oneducat ion programme,e'9' 
eati ng pattern 
food taboos 
food purchasing, preparation and storage · 
home production of food 
presence and use of .growth chart 
ident ity, age and educat i ona 1 and 1 iteracy 1 eve 1 
of ch i1 dmi nder 
childminder's knowledge of nutrition 
chi 1 dmi nder' s attitude towards nutri ti oneducati on 
social activities and media used by childminder 
sources of hi ghest credibil ity for di ssemi nat ion 
of nutrition information 
[4~ 5; 11; 13; 25; 27; 33; 62; 81; 133; 134; 135J 
With this in mind, the questionnaire was divided into four 
sections: 
Section A. Background information on the househol .d 
- information obtained from the head of the 
househo1d 
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Section B Anthropometri c measurements and general 
information on the child 
. - information to be obtained from childminder 
Section C 
Section 0 
Background information On the childminder 
-information obtained fromchildminder 
Food intake questionnaire 
The quest i onna i re was discus sedwi th the .stat; sti c i an 
responsible for the analysis of the data and the section for 
coding designed accordingly. Once completed and translated, 
the questi onnai re was pre-tested · on a small number of 
households in a different township Some distance away from the 
study area. Miriorchanges were made and the questionnaire was 
then considered ready for use. 
5.5.1 Notes on selected questions included in the questionnaire 
Que~tion 1 
The househo 1 d number was obtai ned so that the respondent 
could be contacted again if necessary. 
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Question 2 
Theinformafion requi red was the number of ch il drenaged 
between 3 and . 6 years present in the househol d. The 
quest i on Was phrased; n th; s way because bi rthdates of 
. Chi 1 dren are known whereas ages frequently are not . The 
months given were altered according to the date of the 
interview. In addition, it was easier for respondents to 
list the names of the children rather than give the total 
number present. In order to e 1 i mi nate further quest i oni ng 
of a household whete no children of the required age group 
Were present, the ihtervi ewer was instructed to cease the 
interview at this ~oint if no children's names were 
provided. 
Question 3 
This question was designed so as to obtai~ infor~ation on 
socio-economic status. Question 3a) was intended to 
indicate the number of potential income earners present and 
together with 3 b) and cl, a dependency ratio. 
Ullfortunately the translent nature of the household made it 
:impossible for the interviewer to obtain -accurate answers 
to th is question and it was thereforeexc 1 uded from the 
:ana lysis . Question _ 3b) , adapted from aquesti oririclire 
developed by Friedman [59], provided a rough indication of 
sOCio-econbmi c status . Quest ion 3c) was included to ensure 
that any supplemental income was not inadvertently omitted. 
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No direct question regarding income was included as this 
has been found to bellnre li ab 1 e as a means of obtaining 
this type of information [136; Friedman personal 
cOlililunication]. 
Question 4 
For this and the majority of other questions included, the 
questlonnaire was designed so as to provide for as many 
answers as possible, so that the interviewer was not 
r~quired to write out the reply. 
Questions 4-7 refer to food purchasing and preparation. 
Question 8 
Thi s together with questi on 9 refer to i ntra-famil i a 1 
distribution of food. 
Question 9 
This question was included to ascertain whether or not the 
respondent felt there was sufficient food for the 
ch11d(ren). " The question was phrased so as to reduce 
sensitivity and thereby improve the likelihood of an 
atturat~r~sponse. 
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Questions 29 and 47 
These questions were included in order to obtain a rough 
€st i mate of the chi 1 dmi nder' s body si ze (SrJojo is a 
Nursing Sister who was closely involved with the study and 
who was considered to be of"average" body weight). The 
answer to these questions was obtained by observation on 
the part of the interviewer. 
Question 31 
As for quest; on2, this quest i on was structured in this way 
because it was considered easier for the respondent to list 
the chi1drens' names than to give the total number. 
Question 32 
Agai n, bi rthdates are known whereas ages maynot be. 
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Questions 36 and 46 
Attitudes are particularly difficult to measure therefore 
these questions, referring to thechildminder's qttitude to 
nutrition education, were carefully designed. In question 
36, vari ou S other home-mak i ng ski 11 s were i rlcl uded so as to 
shift the focus away from nutrition. This was intended as a 
check for question 46 where the qu~stion is asked directly. 
Question 39 
This question refers to food taboos. 
Question 40 .~ 41, 43, 44 
The phrasing of these . questions in the form ofa "story" 
was an attempt to avo; d having respondents supply answers 
in line with their perception of what the interviewer would 
like them to say. This method was considered effective in a 
simi 1 ar study [Friedman, persona] cOlIIDunication] 
Question 42 
This was a "trick" question in that the impression was 
almost given that bottle feeding is the accepted norm. 
Again, this was done so as to prevent respondents supplying 
What they believed to be the "right" answer in the eyes of 
the interviewer. 
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5.6 Measurement of Food Intake 
It was decided to use the 24-hour recall method for measuring 
dietary intake as this is co'nsidered acceptable for use in 
ascertaining mean nutrient intakes of groups , larger than 50. 
Validity was likely tobe enhanced as a result of the laCk of 
sophistication of the respondents and corresponding 
uncomplicated eating pattern [81; 112], as well as the fact 
that the majority of the respondentswererel ati vely young 
women [103; 104; 117; 118]. Weekend , days were excluded from 
the study in order to ensure a more accurate assessment of 
basic food intake. 
A food frequency questionnaire was also included in an attempt 
to obtain further information on eating patterns and to 
provide back upi nformati on on the 24-hour recall . 
. 5.1 Selection and Trairiingof Interviewer 
5.7.1 Selection of i ntervl ewer 
·The follOWing are considered important in the selection of 
an interviewer. 
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ability to speak the local language 
ability to ~stablish rap~ort with respcindehts 
the interviewer shou 1 d be of the same · sex and of the 
same social class and ethnic group as the majority of 
.respondents. 
women a~e ~onsidergd better at obtainin~ information 
of a personal nature than men. 
the ideal age range for i nterv; ewers is 25 to 45 
years although interviewers in the safue age range as 
that ~f the respondents is also considered desirable. 
[129; 131 ;132; 136] 
The interviewer selected for the study, a Zu l u female staff 
(enrolled auxiliary) nurse i nher late twenties met most of 
the above triteria~ 
5.7.2 . Training of Intervi,ewer 
Training of thei ntervi ewer took place over a period of 
several . weeks and was greatly facilitated by the 
involvement of a Black Nursing Sister carrying out 
nutrition education in clinics throughout Natal. 
Training included same of the basic skills necessary for 
successful intefviewing Such as the art of asking questions 
in a neutra 1 manner and not registeri ng agreement, 
disagreement or surprise. 
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The need for recording precise answers as supplied by the 
respondent was stressed, as ~as thene~d for strict 
standardisation [129; 131]. Much of the training centred 
around the correct m~asurement ofhei ght ·arid weigh~, the 
24-'hourreca 11 ofcli etary intake> particl,ll ar ly the method 
ofrec:ordi ng foods eaten accurately and in 5uffici ent 
detail for subsequent coding. Apracti car training session 
was held ; nwhi ch commonly used foods and beverages were 
prepared, weighed and/or ,measured and standard portion 
sizes recorded using familiar household utensils. These 
included serving spoons, bowls and cups Similar to those 
commonly used by the respondents. A set of these was then 
gi ven to the ; nterviewer to assist in obtai ni ng .accurate 
infonnatiorifrom respondents regarding portion sizes. Care 
was taken to ensure that the researcher's and interviewer's 
perceptions of descri ptionssuch as "large"', "meOium" or 
"small" and "thickly" or "thinlyi' (spread) coincided. The 
interviewer was also instructed as to the difference 
between milk powd~rarid rion-dairycreamers since these ar~ 
frequently confused. 
" O~go; ng support for the i ntervi e~er . was prav; ded by both 
the researcher and the Nursing Si ster, whopai d frequent 
v'i sits to the study area and re-interviewed a limited 
number of the respondents in order to check rel iabil i ty. 
Completed questionnaires were coded on an on. going b . .... as 1S, 




It was initially estimated that fieldwork would be completed 
in approximately three months, however theunforseen problems 
in the ori gi nal study area resulted In a de lay of sever a 1 
months before an alternative study areacou 1 dbe located. 
Consequently, field work took · place somewhat later than 
planned, from July to November 1990. 
Although the final study area was regarded as being relatively 
stable, fieldwork was hampered ' by the climate of 
socio-political tension in the area. Thisresu1ted in an 
atmosphere of general hostility and suspicion, ~akiri~ it 
extre~ely difficult for the interviewer toobtainthe required 
information in certain cases. The assistance of the 
Sister-in-Charge of the Clinic in the area was invaluable in 
overcoming prob 1 ems of this nature. ' I n view of these 
difficulties, ongoing support and motivation Of the 
i ntervi ewerwasessent ia 1. The ; ntervi ewer however displayed 
notable fortitude and commitment to the study in completing 
her task under these unfavourable conditions. 
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5.9 Codi"g of Data 
Al .l questi onnaires were coded by ther~searcher. Cod i ng was 
simplified by the design of the questionnaire,whereby the 
majority of questions were accompanied by a · series of 
pre-coded possi b 1 eanswers. Codes were then i hserted into 
blocks ina column oh the right hand side of each page, 
included for this purpose. 
Information obtained in the 24-hour recall of dietary ihtake 
was coded u~ing the codes included in the NRIND Food 
Compositiori · Tables (2nd edition) compiled by Gouws arid 
Langenhoven [124], on standard forms c()mpi led by the Medical 
Research CoLincil,~~eight volume equivalents were calculated 
using the NRIND Food Quantities Manual (137]. 
In two cases (maas, a sour mi 1 k product and !!Tropi ka H, a 
milklfruit juice blend) foodsea~en were not listed in the 
Food Composition Tables. Nutri entana lyses for these products 
were obtained from the manufacturer · and entered i ntothe 
computer prior to the analysis. 
An Hidentity number!! was allocated to each household and to 
~a:ch child to facilitate cross-referencing 6f data. This 
system al so ensured conf; dent; a 1 ity from lhi s stage onwards. 
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. . 
Wher~ ~nswers were _UnclearJthis was discussed with the 
interviewer arid ' i h a limited number Of cases, the 
questionnaire was returned and the question re-asked of the 
respondent. Three question~ were however incorrectly completed 
on a large number of the qu~stionnaires (Questions3a, 29 and 
question 2 of Section D) and this information was therefore 
excluded from the analysis. 
In the case of Questions 2, 3band 31 the answer was coded so 
as tQ reflect the total number present. For questions 18 and 
32, th~ ages of the child and childminder respectively were 
used for cod; ng purposes. For quest iOn 43 , a scoring system 
was devised based on one point for foods from each of the 5 
Basic Food GrOups listed. The total score was then used for 
coding. 
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5.10 Analysis of Data 
Ana1ysis of the data was . done by the Institute for 
Biostatistics of the Medical Rese~rch Couricil in Pretoria, 
An IBM 3270 computer arid SAS (Sti;1tistical Analysis Systems) 
paCkage were used to perform the fo 11 owi ng analyses: 
i) Calculation of mean heights and weights; comparison 
of heights and ~eights with NCHS percentiles 
i i) Nutrient ana lysis . When expressing mean daily 
nutrient intakes as a p~tcentage of th~ RDA, it was 
decided to use both the RDA's d~termined by the U.S. 
National Academy of Sciences (N.A.S) and those of' the 
World Health Organisation [5]. The forrnerare 
somewhat hi gher than the WHO recommendati onsand a 
,.value of 67% of the N.A.S. RDA's is believed to 
compar~ well with the lattet, This is consi~ered to 
be the average requirement of half of a given 
population. 
iii)Nutritional analysis with reference to Food Groups 
Inf'ormati on regarded as hay; hg a poss; b 1 e inn uence on 
outrit; ona 1 status wa? analysed to determi nettle level of 
si gnifi cance,ifan¥, between each factor and the degree of 
ma lnutri ti on. 
The balance of the data was analysed so as · to obtain 




. 6.1 Interviewing 
With regard to study design,aninterview-based survey of this 
.. nature has a number of inherent limitations. The co-operation 
of the respondents is essenti a 1 and the accuracy of the data 
co 11 ected can be seriously affected if the interviewer is 
regarded with suspicion or hostility. Lack of interest can 
further hamper the i ntetvi ew process. The ass i stance of the 
Clinic and its staff were therefore of critical importance to 
this study. 
In any study using face-to-face interviews as the main method 
of dat~collectio~, limitations are imposed in that the 
quality of the datacolletted depends largely on the ski 11 of 
the interviewer(s). Interviewer bias can be a · problem and 
respondents frequent ly supply answerS they be 1 ieve will pl ease 
the interviewer~ particularly if they consider the intervie0e~ 
to be "superior" in any way. Consequently,in this study, 
where the respondents were relatively unsophisticated, it was 
undesirable to use a highly skilled interviewer. Although 
every effort was made to prOvide adequate training for the 
interviewer, a~ well as ongoing support, the fact that certain 
quest i onSwereincorrect ly completed indicates that 
intervie0er training could have been improved. 
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It was ori gi nally intended that 10% of the respondents wou1 d 
be re-i ntervi ewed by a second i ntervi ewer (a trained nursing 
sister), inorder to test the validity and reliability M the 
questionnaire. This proved to be impractical firstly because 
the haphazard arrangement ofth'e houses made it ~xtreme ly 
difficult , to re-locate a particular respondent, seCondly 
because the suspi cion, hostil ity and general 1 ack of 
co-operation on the part of the respondents made 
re-interviewing very difficult and thirdly because of the time 
constraints imposed by the necessity to change the study area 
when fi e 1 dwork was a 1 ready underway. The failure to 
re-interview 10% Of the respondents is therefore another 
1 imitat i on of thi s study. However, the use of a professional 
nurse as the"referenl=e standard" against which the 
interviewer is assessed does ' i tsel f have an inherent weakness 
due to the likelihood ofdiffer~nt responses being given tri a 
person of professional status. 
6.2 Sampling 
A major limitation of this study was ' the way in which the 
, samp 1 ewaS drawn. Drawi nga sampl efrom " that sector of the 
population attending the Clinic was by no means the method of 
choice for obtaining a truly representative sample, since it 
is 1 ike ly that users of preventive health care are more aware 
of the importance of diet and other factors in maintaining 
health. However,since other superior ~ethods of sa~ple 
seJectionwere attempted and proved impossible as a resl,Jltof 
the 1 ack of formal planning of the study area, thi s was 
regarded as the best practical method for this particular 
study. 
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6.3 Assessment of Nutritional Status and Dietary Intake 
Further limitations exist in that nb universally accepted 
method of as sess i ng nutritional stat,ushas been devised and 
each of the estab l ished methods has its own particular 
limitations. The data obtained from this study WQuld~ave been 
improved by the inclusion of biochemical data althOlJgh this . ., .. 
would not have been feasible for a variety of reasons . 
. Similarly, controversy Gontinues to exist with regard to the 
best method of co n ecting dietary intake data. The seven day ' 
record is considered the most accurate method however there is 
g~neral consensus that the 24 hour recall is ' acceptab le for 
studies such as the present one. 
In addition, there are limitations involved in using standards 
fot .' compari son of both anthtopometri c data and nutri ent 
intake, both from the point of view of which ~tandards to use 
and the selection of cut-off points. Food composition table~ 
us ,edfornutritiona1 analysis are also recognised as being 
less than perfect. 
6.4 . Questionnaire Design 
The information obtained from two of the questions included in 
thequestlonnairehadl lmited use as a result of the way in 
which they were phrased. Question 25, concerni ng infant 
feeding practices, would have provided more useful information 
if i thad been designed to determine the nUniberof thil dren . 
wh6 wete exclusively breast fed for a minimum of 4 monthi. 
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Simi larly, QuestiolJ 27, referring to growth cards, should have 
been ,phras,ed so as to establish the number of children who 
~ai{e ,growth cards and , were , (,Is, i ngthem( growth t(l.rds are 
automati ,cally issued to each Child at birth therefore it would 
beexpec:ted that most children would have them. 
6.5 Completeness of Data 
With regard to the actual information collected,limitations, 
exist in that it was not possible to obtainal1 relevant 
d,etails. Exact information on respondents'income levels would 
have been desirable, as would data on weaning patterns of the 
children. As a result of the reliltionship between nutrition 
and infection,informatio~ on the ovetal1 health status of the 
children, particularly recent episodes of infections 
conditi ons such as diarrhoea and meas 1 es, wou 1 d have been 
useful. Details of the childminders' foOd intake might have 
' provided additional insights into the relationship between 
intra-familial distribution of food and the development of 
malnutrition. In addition, some of the questions included in 
the quest ionnaire, part; cu 1 ar ly those re 1 at; ng to knowledge 
and attitudes, may not have yielded accurate information in 
spite of the attempts to phrase these questions so as to 
overcqme' thi s probl em. 
Fin(l.l1y, there are limitations to be found in any information 
co l ,lected in as i ng'l e survey . Repeated 'surveYSusi ng, thesame 
























7. , Anthro,p~try 
The breakdown of thesanip 1 e according to age and Sex which 
applies to the resu1ts gi Ven in Tab l es 9 to 15 is shown in 
Table 8. 
Table 8 
Breakdown of sample according to age and sex: Numbers and 
percentages (%) 
1 -I I 
I Se x I 
I I 
Age in Years 1 1 Tota l I 
I Males I Fema l es I I 
I I I 
1 I 
3 23 (15,5) I 19 ( 12,8) 42 (28,4 ) 1 
I I 1 I 
I 
1 · 1 I I 
4 I 18 {l2,2) I 22 ( 14,9) 40 (27,0) I 
I I 1 
I I I 
5 I 22 (14,9 ) j 24 ( 16,2) 46 (31 ,1 ) I I 
1 I I 
I I I 
6 I I (4,7) I 13 (8,8) 20 (13,5) I 
i I I 
I I I 
Total I 70 (47,3) I 78 (52,7) 148 (100,0) I 
I I I 
7. 1 .1 Meal1 HejghtsilndWeights ' -
The mean heights and weights of the study popu l ation 




Heights (cm) acc()rding to age and sex: Mean and (Standard Deviation) 
I I I I I 
I . Age; 0 Yeilrs 1 Males 1 Fanales I Total I 
I 1 1 
.. 
j 
I . 1 I r 
I 3 1 88,4 (10,0) I 8l,2 (11 ,2) j 84,8(11,0) 
I I I I 
I I 1 I 
I 4 I 94,1 (8,9) I 91,9 (10,8) I 93,0 (10,0) 
I 1 I I 
I I I I I 
I 5 j 97,5 (9,3) I 94,0 (12,1) I 95,8 (10,9) I . I I I I I 
I I I I I 
I 6 I 93,6 (13,2) I 97,5 (1],4) I 95,6 (11,9) I 
1 I I . I I 
Table 10 
Weights (kg) accofdingto age and sex: Mea,n and ( Standard Devi at ion) 
I I I I I 
I Age in .Years . I Males I Fanales I Total I 
1 I I I I 
I I I I I 
I 3 I 15,1 (1,3) I 14,1 (1,4) I . 14,6 (1,4) I 
I I I I I I 
I I I I I 
I 4 I 15,1 (1,0) I 15,3 (1 ,1) I 15,2 (1,1) 1 
I I I I 
I 1 I I 
I 5 16,7 (2,7) 1 15,9 (l,8) I 16,3 (2,3) I 
I 1 I I 
I 1 I I 
1 6 14,9(1,8) 1 16,8(2,3) I 15,9 (2,3) I 











7.1.2 Assessment of nutritional status using height and weight 
Althou~h the choice of £ut-off points for determining the 
percentage of malnourished children in a given population 
remains coritrovers i al, in the case of we; ght-for-age and 
weight-far-he; ght, a cut-off point of 80% of the standard 
iswidf1yused. For height-for-ag~, a cut-off point of 90% 
of the standard is used [65]. '( These po; nts are 
approximately the same as the third percentile [91]). In 
each case, the standard used ; s the 50th percent; 1 e of the 
NCHS standards. Both the 5th and 3rd percentiles are also 
frequently used as cut-off points. 
The percentage of children falling be10w these various 
points for each category is presented in Table 11. 
Table 11 
Sample component falling below given cut-off points for 
weight-for ... age; height-for-age and weight-for-height Numbers 
and percentages (%) 
I I BelON 90% I BelON 8a'k Be10N the I BelON the I I Index of standard I of standard 5th I 3rd I I percenti1e I percentile I I 
I I I I I I I I I I I I Weight-far-age I I 23 05,S) 29(19,6) I 21 (14,2) I I I I I I I I I . Height-far-age i 70 (47,3) 86 (58,1) I 70 (47,3) I I I I I I I I I I J Weight-far-height I 0(0,0) 5(3,4) I 0(0,0) I I I I I I 
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The percentages Of the samp le fa 11 i ng be low the 5th and 3rd ' 
per<:E!nt 11 e s for wel ght-for-age, he;ght ,.. for-age and 
.. wei ght-for-hei ghtare shown acc()rd; ngto age and sex; n Tables 
. . . 
12,13 a.nd 14. · 
Table 12 
. Sample component falling below the 5th and 3rdpercenti1es for 
weight-for-age, according to age and sex: Numbers and Percentages (t) 
I I 
<3rd I 1 < 5th I 
I kje in Years I I 
I I I I I I 
I I Males I Fanales I Total Males 1 Fena1es I Total j 
I I I I I I I 
I I I I I j 
I :3 I 2 (8,7) I 0(0,0) 2 (4,8) j 2 (8,l) I 0 (0,0) I 2 (4,8) 
I I I I I 
I I I I I 
I 4 I o (0,0) I Q (0,0) o (0,0) i o (0,0) I 0 (0,0) I o (0,0) 
I I I I I I 
I I ,I 1 ! I .] 
I 5 I II (50,0)1 3 (12,5) ! 14 (30,4) I 7 (31,8) 10 (0,0) I 7 (15,2) 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 I 1 1 I 1 
1 6 1 7 (lCX},O) 1 6 (46,2) I 13 (65,0) I 7(100,0)1 5(38,5) I 12 (60) I 
1 1 1 I I . T 1 
1 1 I I I I 1 
1 Total 120 (28,6) 1 9 (11,5) 1 29 (19,6) i 16 (22,9) 15 (6,4) 121 (14,2) 
1 1 1 I 
























Sample component ' falling below 5th ~nd 3rd , percentiles for 
height-for-age~ according , to age and sex: Numbers and 
Percentages(%) 
1 1 
1 1 (5th (3rd 1 
1 Age in Years 1 , 1 
, 1 I " ' 1 1 1 1 
1 Males 1 Fenales ' 1 Total Males I Fenales 1 Total 1 
1 1 1 I ' 1 
~~----I 1 1 1 I 1 1 
3 114 (60,9) 1 14(73,7) 128 (66,7) 1 11 (47,8)1 14 (73,7) 1 25 (59,5) I 
I 1 1 ' I 1 1 1 
---'"'-~I 1 1 I j , 1 1 
4 1 8 (44,4) 1 11(50,0) 1 19 (47,5) 1 6 (33,3)1 9 (40,9)115 (37,5) 1 
1 ' I " I I I " ' I ", 1 
~---II I I I1 1 
5 I 10 (45,5) 113(54,2) 1 23 (50,0) 1 8 06,4)1 10(41,7) 1 18 (39,1) I 
I ' J I , , 1 I 
~---'-,---~I . 1 .'.' ' 1 ,I 1 
6 16 (85 ,7) I 10 (76,9) I 16 (80,0) , 5 (71,4) I 7 (53,9) 112 (60,0) , 
__ ~_I . ' I .' 1 I I , ' I I 
1 1 , I I I ' I ' 
Total j 38(54,3) 148 (61,5) j 86 (58,1) 130 (42,9) 1 40 (51,3)170 (47,3) 1 
____ I I" ' I I " I I 
Table 14 
Sample component , falling . below , 5th and 3rd percentiles for 
weight-for-height, ~ccol"dingto sex: Numbers andPercentages(%) 
I 1 1 
I Sex <. 5th , < 3rd 
I ! I I 
I I I 
I Males I 3 (4,3) I ° {O,O) I I I 
I I I 
I Females I 2 (2,6) I ° (0,0) I I I 
I I I 
Tota l I 5 (3,4) I 0 (0,0) 
I I "' . 
* 
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Steyn et a1 [55]nbted that the 5th percentile is more than 
90% of the standard for hei ght-for-age (the standard bei ng 
the 50th percentile of NCHS standa~ds) whereas for 
weight-far-age, the converse is true . Th; s means that for 
height-far-age, m~reChi ldren fa ll below theSth percentile 
t~anbelow 90~ of the standard and f or weigh£-for-age~ more 
children fa ll below 80% of the standard. 
In an attempt to determine the degree Of m~lnutrition 
present in the study population, the data on h~ight-for-age 
and jeight-for-height w~re classified according to the 
classification system pr Oposed by Waterlow [80]. (Although 
the Wel1come classification is widely used, it was decided 
to use the Waterlow classification for this particular 
study as i t is independent of clinical signs. 
Table 15 . 
Classifh:atlon of degree of malnutrition in pre~school cbildren in 
Millukazi ilccording to theWaterlow classification system: Numbers 
an<i Percentages (%) 
I 
I .. Height-for~age Weight':for-height 
I 
I I I I I I 
I Grade · I % of Std* I Malukazi Grade % of Std* I Malukazi 
I I I pre-school I pre-school 
I I 1 children I children 
I I I I 
I I I I 
I 0 I > 95 I 45 (30,4) ° )90 j 131 (&<3,5) I I I I 
I I I 1 
I I 90-95 I 33 (22,3) SO-90 1 17 (11,5) 
1 I I I I 
I I I I j 
I 2 I 85-90 I 18 (12,2) 2 I · 70-80 I 0(0,0) I 
j I I 
I I I 
j 3 I <: 85 I 52 (35,1) < 70 I 3 I ° (0,0) 
I 1 I I 
I I I I . . -r I 
I . Total I I 148 (100,0) Total I 148(100,0) 
I I I I 

























1.2 Dietary Intake 
1.2.1 'Meandai ly nutrient intakes -comparison wit~R[)A'S 
Mean daily intakes of nutrients and percentages of HO A 's 
(National Academy of Sciences, (N.A.S.) and World Health 
Organisation (WHO)) for all subjects [5;138] are presented 
in Tables 16 and 17. Nutrient intakes falling below 67% of 
the (N.A.S.) RDA were energy, ca lcium, vitamin A, zinc, 
ascorbic aCid, vitamin 0 and vitaminB6. Intakes of copper, 
pantothenic acid and biotin fell below 67% of the estimated 
safe and adequate daily dietary intake fot these nutrients. 
Intakes of ' iron, phosphorus and ribofl av; n coul d be 
considered bOrderline since they were 73,0%; 72,0% and 
72,7% of the ROA respecti ve 1y. When expressi ng intakes as a 
percentage of the ROA' s reCommended by the WHO ,nutrients 
with mean; ntakes fall i ng below 75% of the ROA were energy, 
calcium, vitamin A, ascorbic acid, vitamin 0 andiron. 
Intakes of foliC acid and riboflavin could be considered 
border l ine. 
The standard deviations are relatively large, indicating 
considerab 1e variation in nutrient intakes within the 
sample. The percentage of energyprovi ded by protein, 
. . 
carbohydrate and fat was 12 '" 63% and 25% respective 1y (see 
Tab 1 e 18). 
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Table 16 
pre-sf::nool chi 1 drenand ' Deli ly intake of nutri ents of Malukaz 









































I I I I 
Nutrients I RDA Q I Matukazi Pre7School] %RDA I 
I I Chil dren I I 
I I I 1 
I I I I 
Kilojoules I 7560* I 4815 (1117) I 63,7 1 
Protein ( g} I 24 (30) I 34,0 ( 9) 1 141 ,7 I 
Plo prot ( g) 1 1 25,4 (8) I 1 
An. prot (g) I I 8,5 (?) I 1 
Fat ( g) 1 I 30,6 ( 12) I I 
Sat. Fat (g) I I 8,8 ( 5) I I 
Mu Fat (g) I I 8,2 (4 ) I I 
Pu Fat (g) I I 8,5 (4 ) I 1 
Chol {g} 1 I 63, 1 (55) 1 1 
CHO (g) i - 1 177,2 (42) I 1 
Fibre (g) I I 16,3 , (6) I I 
Sugar (g) I I 12,6 ( 5 ) I I 
Ca (mg) I 800 1 278,5 ( 131 ) 1 34,8 I 
Fe (mg) , I 10 I 7,3 (2 ) I 73,0 I 
Mg (mg) I 120 {200) 191 ,9 ( 5?) I 159; 9 I 
Phos ' (mg) j 800 575,8 (17o ) I 72,0 I 
K (mg) 1400"*,* 1032,7 ( 28?) 1 73,8 I 
Na (mg) 300** 2086,2 ( 835) 1 695,3 I 
Zn {mg} 10 I 5,2 ( 1 ) I 52,0 I I 
Cu (mg) " 1-1,5*** I' 0,6 (0,3) I 60,0 I 
Vit A ( I U) I 972,2 (1263) I I 1 
Vit A (RE) 500 I 186,0 ( 152) I 37,2 I I ' 
Thi a " (mg) 0,9 .1 1 ,0 (0,3) . I 111 , 1 ' I 
Ribo (mg) 1,1 (1 ) I 0,8 (0,3) 1 72,7 I 
Nicot (lTig) 12 ( 11) I 10,0 (4) , I 83,3 I I 
B6 (mg) I 1 , 1 (1 ,3) 0,3 (0,2 ) I 27,3 I I 
ro1 (ug) I 75 (200) 80,9 (45) 1 107,9 I j 
B12 (ug) 1 1,0 (2,S) 1 ,9 ( 3) I 190,0 I 
Asc A. (mg) I 45 ' 8,0 (9) .. I 17,8 j 
Vit 0 ' {ug) I 10 I 1,6(2) I 16,0 I I 
Vit E (mg) J 7 ( 6) 1 7,0 ( 5) 100,0 I I 
Panto (mg) J 3-4*** I 1,1 (0,5) 36,7 I I 
Bi oti n ( ug) 1 25,*** 1 7,2 (4) , 28,9 1 
1 I 
Note to Table 16 
o ROAis of the Food and Nutrition Board Nationa1 Academy of Sciences 
Rev; sed 1989 for chil dren aged 4~6 years. 
Figures gi ven; n brackets after . se'1 ectedRDA values refer to the 
1980 ROA i s (125], Where these differ fro~thecurrerit (1989) ~DAiS 
[138], for comparison with other studies. 
* RecoflllTlendedellergy intake for child aged 4-6' years ofhei ght 112cm ' 
andweig'ht20kg. ' 
** Estimated mi nimqm req~irementsfor sod; um, ch 1 oride and potassi urn 
for hea lthychil d aged 2-5 years. 
*** Estimated safe and adequate oai ly dietar:yi ntake of copper, 
pantothenic acid artd biotin for child aged 4-6 years. ' 
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Table 17 
Comparison of mean dai ly intake of selected nutrients and RecOlll1lended 
Dai ly Allowances (WHO) for children of 3-5 years. 
I 
-_. , 
1 Nutrient i RDA Mean Dai ly % RDA 1 
I I 1 .Intake ' 1 
I I I 1 
1 I I 1 .I 
1 Energy (kJ) .. 1 6552 1 4815 74 
, 
1 Protein (g) 1 25 1 34 ,136 I 
1 Vitamin A (RE) I 300 1 186 62 1 
I Vitamin 0 (ug) . 1 10 I 1,6 16 1 
1 Ascorbic acid (mg) 1 20 ., 8,0 40 1 
1 Thiamine (mg) 1 0,7 1 1,0 143 1 
I Riboflavin (mg) 1 0,9 I 0,8 89 I 
I Niacin (mg) I 10,3 ·1 10,0 97 1 
1 Fo 1 i c acid (ug) I 100 I 80,9 81 I 
I Vitami n 812 (ug) 1 1 ,2 1 1 ,9 158 I 
I Iron (mg) I 10 I 7,3 73 1 
1 Calcium ' (mg) 1 400-500 I 27$,5 70 1 . I 
I 1 1 1 
Table 18 
Contribution by macronutri ents to total energy i nt~kein pre-schoo 1 
children in Malukazi and recommended contribution (FAO and WHO [140] ) :' 
Percentages 
1 I I I 
1 I ' Malukazi 1 Recommended 
1 I' Pre-school Children I 
I~ ____ -,- I 1 I I --,----'------,.---~ 
Protein 1 12 1 10 - 12 
I I 
Carbohydrate 1 63 I 60 - 70 
I 
Fat 25 . I 20 - 25 
~~-~--~~----~~--~--~--~ I~--~~--~~~~-
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Mean daily nutrient intakes according to age and by sex are presented 
in Table$19 and 20 respective ly. It sh o'u l d be noted that when ex'amined 
by age, the total number of respondents in each category is less than 
50 thereforE! the?e fi gures may not be respresentative of the study 
population. H is however of interest to note that nutrient intakes did 
not necessarily increase with age . For most nutrients boys had either 
the same or higher mean nutrient intakes than girls however-mean 
intakes of animal protei n, saturated fat, cho 1 estero 1, sugar, sodi urn 
and vitamin A were slightly higher for girls. 
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Table 19 
Daily int'a~eQf nutrients according to age (both ' sexes) 
(Standard Deviation) 
Mean and 
1 1 1 
1 1 Age in Years 1 
1 I, .......,~~-~------:--:r-'-~--'--r---'--~----r--'-__ ----:-I 
1 1- '1 1 I 1 1 
1 Nutrient I' 3 (n = 40)1 4 (n = 39) 1 5 (n = 44) 1 6 (n = 18) 1 Total ' 1 
1_'-'----'-_---'. ;1 1 I_~----'-~I~_~~I n= 141 1 
II~"~---I~---'I 11 1 
1 1 tvean Intake 1 tvean Intake Itvean Intake tvean Intake 1 tvean Intake 1 
1 J 1 1 1 1 
1 -'--~. ---'---I 1 1 1'---'-" ~,-. -, - I 
1 Ki lojoules 4773,9 (1074) I 4851,3 (1347) 1 4846,3 (995) I 4754,2(1026) 14815 (1117) 1 
I Protein (g) 1 33,1 (9) I 34,4 (11) 1 34,9(9) 1 32,5 (8) 1 34,0 (9) 1 
1 Plo prot (g) ! 24,0 (8) 1 26,6 (10) 1 25,4 (6) I '25,8(7)1 25,4 (8) 1 
1 An. prot (g) I 9,1 (7) 1 7,8 {6) 1 9,5(7) 6,6 (5) 1 8,5(7) 
1 Fat (g) 1 31,0 (12) I 31,6 (13) I 30,1 (10) 28,9 (12) 1 30,6 (12) 
Sat, Fat (g) 1 9,0 (6) " I 9,5 (6) 1 8,2 (4) I 8,4 (5) 1 8,8 (5) 
ivUFat(g) 8,6 (4) 1 8,1 (4) 8,1 (3) ' . j 7,6 (3) 1 8,2 (4) 
PU. Fat (g) 8,8 (5) 1 8,1 (5) 8,8(4) 8,0 (4) 1 8,5 (4) 
1 Chol (1T9)62,5 (58) 1 67,5 (64)61,1 (47) 60,3 (52)1 63,1(55) 
1 CHO (1T9) 175,4(42) ! 175,4 (48) 179,7 (40) 1 179,2(31) 1 177,2 (42) 
1 Fibre (g) 15,1(6) 1 17,3 (7) 16,4 (4) ! 16,9(5) 1 16,3 (6) 
I Sugar(g) 12,3 (6) 1 12,9 (5) 1 13,5 (6) 10,5 0) 1 12,6 (5) 
. ! Ca '(IT9) 260,6 (134) 1 301,0 (134) 1 276,0 (129) i 275,5(127) 1 278,5 (131) 
.1 Fe (1T9) I,O (2) 1 7,5 (3) 1 7,5(2) j 7,1 (2) 1 7,3 (2) 
~g (rrg) 186,9 (60) 1 196,3 (70) 1 193,4 (46) ! 189,4(46) 1 191,9 (57) 
Phos (1T9) 548~6 (180)1 590,0 (196)1 591,6 (l5l} I 566,8 (134) 1 575,8(170) 
K(IT9) , ' " i 993,5 (:301) I 1056,5 (359) 1 1068,0 (226) i 982,1 (205)1 1032,7 (287) 
Na (rrg) 1 2193,9 (818) . 1 1946~5 (679) 1 2044,6(798) ; 2251, 1 (]211) 1 2006,2 (835) 
Zn(lT9) 1 5,1 (1) ' 1 ' 5,3 (2) 1 5,3 (1) 1 5,1 (1) 1 5,2(1) 
Cu (1T9) 1 0,5 (0,2) 1 0,6 (0,4) 1 0,6 (0,2) 1 0,5(0,2)1 0,6(0,3) 
IVit A lIU) 1 1054,3 (1443) 1 990,6(1196) 1 986.,3 (1367) 715,9 (587)1 972,2 (1263) 
1 VitA (RE) ! 194,9 (66) 1 196,9(149) I 177,0(155)164,3 (117) 1 186,0(152) 
1 Thia (1T9) / 1,,0 (O,4) 1 1 ~O (0,4) I 1,0 (0,3) 0,96 (0,3) I 1,0 , (0,3) 
I Ripo (1T9) / 0,8 (0,3) / 0,8 (0,2) 1 0,8 (0,3) I 0,7(0,2)1 0,8 (0,3) 
/ Nicot . (1T9) 9,7 (4) ! 9,9 (4) 1 10,6 (3) 9,4 (3)1 10,0 (4) , 
/ £6 (111]) 0,3 (0,2) I 0,3 (0,2) / 0,3 (0,1) I 0,3 (0,3) 1 . 0,3 · (0,2) I 
1 Fol (ug) j 77, 1 (40) I 91,7 (57) , 78,4 (38) 72,1 (41) 1 00,9(45) 1 
1 B12 (ug) 1 1j (3)1 1,7 (3) , I 2,3 (3) 1,7 (3) 11,9 (3) 1 
l Ast A(IT9) I 7,8 (7) I 8,1 (9) I 9,3 (2) 4,9 (3) 1 8,0 (9) 1 
I Vit 0 (ug) / 1,5 (2) 1 1,6 (2) 1 1,6 (2) 1,5 (2) . I 1,6 (2) 1 
1 Vit E(TTYj) 1 7,3 (5) 1 6~ 1 (5) 1 7,7 US) 6,2(5) "" I 7,fJ (5) / 
1 Panto (1T9)1 1,1(0,5) 1 1,2 (0,.5) 1 ,, 1,1 (0,5) 1 1,1 (0,5) I J,l(O,5) / 
1 Biotin (ug) 1 6,7 (3) 1 8,2 (4) , I 6,9 (3) 1 6,9 (3) " / ' 7,2 (4) , 
I-~--,-c-----,.--"J, _____ ' I / 1.--'-'---____ I 
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Table 20 
Daily j fltakes of nutri entsby sex (a 11 ages ) 
De'viat ion') 
1 I -I 
I 
'I 1 Sex I 
1 Nutrient 1 1 
1 I I I I 
I I rl!ale (n = 62) I Fanale (n = 77) 1 Total j 
1 I I I n = 139 I 
I I I I I 
I I t1::an Intake I t1::i3Tl I ntak e I t1::i3Tl Intake I 
I I I I I 
I I I I I 
I Kilojoules I 4952,0 (1194) I 4694,9(1041 ) I 4815 (1117) I 
1 Protein (g) I 35,4 (11) I 32,7 (8) 1 34,0 (9) I 
1 Pl.prot (9) - I 27,1 (9) I 24,0 (7) I 25,4 (8) I 
I An.prot (g) I 8,2 (6) I B,6 (7) I 8,5 (7) 1 
1 Fat (g) I 31,0(11) I 30,2 (12) I 30,6(12) 1 
I Sat. fat (g) I 8,4 (5) I 9,1 (6) I 8,8 (5) 
1 t1J fat (g) 1 8,1 (3) 1 8,1 (4) I 8,2 (4) 
I pt) fat (g) I 8,9 (5) I 8,3 (4) I 8,5 (4) 
I Chol (rrg ) I 57,1 (51) 67,6 (58) I 63,1 (55) 
I CHO (g) I 182,8 (44) 172,7 (39) I 177,2 (42) 
I Fibre (g) I 11,6(7) I ~5,4 (5) I 16,3 (6) I , 
Sugar (g) I 12,2 (5) 1 12,9 (6) I 12,6 (5) ! 
I Ca(rrg} I 285,1 (143) I 268,6(120) I 278,5 (131 ) 
I Fe(rrg) 1 7,9 (3) I 6,9 (2) I 7,3 (2) 
' I -~ (mJ) I 201,8 (65) I 183,7 (49) I 191,9 (57) 
I Phos{rrg} 1 606,9 (197) I 549,3 (141) 1 575,8 (170) 
I K (rrg) 1 1099,1 (327) 977,1 (236) I W32,7(287) 
I Na (rrg) I 2048,4 (828) 2117,5 (853) 1 2086,2(835) 
1 Zn (rrg) I 5,4(2) 5,0 (1) I 5,2 (1) 
- I Cu (rrg) 1 0,6 (0,3) I 0,5 (0,2) I 0,6 (0,3) I I 
i Vit A (IU) I 990,7 (1210) I 961,6 (1325) 1 972,2 (1263) I I I Vit A (RE) 1 183,5 (146) I 187,3 (157) 1 186,0 (152) I , i 
1 Thi'a (rrg) ' I 1 ,1 (0,4) I 0,9 (0,3) I 1,0 (0,3) 
I RiM (rrg) I 0,8 (0,3) I 0,8 (0,2) 1 0,8 (0,3) 
I Nicot(rrg) I 10,9 (4) 1 9,3 (3) 1 10,0 (4) I 
I B6 (1llJ) 1 0,3 (0,2) I 0,3 (0,2) I 0,3 (0,2) 
I Fol (ug) 1 89,4 (54) 1 73,7 (35) I 80,9 (45) 
! B12 (ug) I 2,4 (4) I 1,5 (2) I 1,9 (3) I I ! AscA (rrg) 1 9,6 (12) I 6,7 (5) I 8,0 (9) I I Vit D (ug) J 1,8 (2) 1,3 (2) I 1,6 (2) J .. I Vit E (rrg) 1 7,7 (5) 6,5 (4) 1 7,0 (5) - ! 
i Panto (rrg) 1 1 ,1 (0,5) 1 ,1 (0,5) 1 1 ,1 (0,5) 
: Biotin tug) I 7,3 (4) 7,0 (3) I 7,2 (4) 
I I 1 
Mean and (Standard 
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1.2.2 Mean daily nutrient. intakes according to fOQd groups 
As one of .the objectives of this study was to formulate 
recommendations for future nutrition education programmes 
in the area, it was decided to exam; ne the data on food 
intake with reference to the basic food groups used in 
nutrition education. Information on the food groups and 
Exchanges (lists of foods and portion sizes with 
approximately the same nutritional value) used is included 
in Appendix lV. 
The mean number of Exchanges in each food group eaten over 
. the 24-hour period and the corresponding amounts of 
protein, fat, carbohydrate and energy provided are given in 
Tab 1 e 21 . 
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Table 21 
Daily intake of Exchanges : Dept of Health recomendations*, -:an 
intake of Malukazi pre-school children** and corresponding dally 
macronutrient intake 
! I 11 I1 
1 ' Food Group Recarrrended 1 Malukazi Pre- IProtein l Fat 1 CHO I Energy 
1 1 School Chi 1dren J (gl l {g} I (g) 1 (kJ) 
,I 1 ' 1 ' , J ' I. 1 
I~-~-----:- -~--'-'---~I ' 1 ' ' I ' I~~I '~-C..-_ 
I Milk ,(n=97)*** 2 1 0,6 1 4,8 J 6,01 7,2 1 428,4 
1 Meat (n=l34)At least 31 1,2 1 8,4 1 6,0 1 - 1 378,0 
I Cereals (n=141l At l ~ast 4 1 9,8 I 19,6 1 - 1 147,0 I 2881,2 
1 Vegetables (n~1l5) At least 4 11,4 1 2,8 1 - 1 7,0 1 147,0 
1 Fruit (n=2) At least4 1 0,9 1 - 1 - I 9,0 I 151,2 
1 Fat(n= 134) 4~5 I 3,6 I ., 1 18,0 1 - I 680,4 
I ' 1 1 1 I I 
1 I I I 1---
I TOTAl I 35,6 I 30,01 170,21 4666,2 
I I I 1 I ---
Note to Table 21 
* These refer to the number of Exchanges recommended for dai ly 
** 
*** 
consumption for young chi l dren by the Oept of Hea lth Services 
and Welfare [141]. 
These are calculated for tho~e subjects where the number of 
Exchanges eaten was greater than o. They do not therefore 
nec:essari1yref1 ect the mean i ntakesof the study population 
as a who l e. , 
n refers to the number of subjects for whom the number of 
Exchanges consumed was greater than 0, where the total number 


























A cdmparison betwee~ the perc~ntage contribution made by each 
. food group to. the t ota lmacronutdenti ntake for the present 
study and that of Ri chteret a 1 [45], i Sg1 ven in Table 22. 
Table 22 
COlllparisonbetweenthe contribution made by each fpodgroup to 
the total rnacronutrient intake for . pre-schoolchildrenin . 
Malukazl and the Ciskei [45] : Percentages 
I I I I I 
I Protein I Fat I CHO I Energy I 
I I I I I 
I I I I I ! I I I 
i Malukazil Ciskei I t<lalukazi l Ciskei I Malukazil Ciskei j Malukazii Ciskei I 
I I 1 1 I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I I 
I 13,8 I 25,4 1 20,0 I 38,0 j 4,2 I I 9,2 I 14,7 I 
I I I I I I I I I 
I 24,1 I 11 ,3 I 20,0 I 4,8 I I I 8,1 I 4,7 I 
I I I I j I I I 
I 56,3 I 58,2 I I 86,4 I 69,9 I 61,8 I 66,6 I 
I I I I I I 
I 7,9 I 4,1 I I 3,2 I 3,6 I 
I I I I I I 
. I I I 5,3 I I 3,2 I ·· 0,3 I I 
I I I I I I I 
I I 60,0 I 13,2 I I 14,6 I 2,4 I 
I I I I .j I 
I i I I I 4,4 I 7,5 
I I I I I 
* Sugar is not one of the basic food groups but w~s included in this 
table for purpdse~ of comparison. 
Table 23 
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7.2.3 Food Frequencies 
Data .on the frequency wi th which v~riousfoods were 
eaten is pre s~nted in table 23. 
Frequencies of consumption of various foods Percentages 
11 11 11 
I Food I tan I Every Day I Several I Very I Never I T ota 1 I 
1 1 1 Tirres 1 Occasionally 1 I 1 
I 1 I aweek 1 1 I I 
1 1 11 1 1 I 
l:~----~-----:---~--I 1 '---'------Cl I~--"--I----I 
I A. Beverages I 11 I I 1 
I Tea/Coffee I 100,0 I 0,0 I ' 0,0 I 0,0 I 100 I 
1 Cooldrink 1 0,0 I 25,7 I 74,3 I 0,0 I 100 I 
I Squash I 0,0 I , 64,9 I 33,1 1 2,0 I 100 I 
I Water I 100,0 0,0 I 0,0 1 0,0 I 100 I 
1 1 I I I I 
' I B. Protei n-rich F oods l I I I I 
I Meat I 10,8 I 87,2 I 2,0 I 0,0 1 100 I 
I Fish I 0,7 J 38,5 1 60,8 I 0,0 I 100 I 
1 Chicken " 0,7 1 52,7 I 46,6 I 0,0 1 100 I 
I Eggs I 4,1 I 57,4 1 38,5 1 0,0 1' 100 I 
I Peanut Butter 1 2,0 1 11,5 .1 68,2 I 18,2 1 100 1 
Drybeans/1entlls 1 ,,4 I 98,6 I 0,0 j 0,0 1 100 1 
Milk, Fresh I 4,3 " I 68,8 'I 26,8 I 0,0 I 100 1 
,1 Maas (sour milk) 1 0,0 1 87,7 1 12,3 I 0,0 I, 100 I 
I Mi lk, pooered l 1,4 0,0 I 16,7 I 81,9 I 100 I 
I Non-dairy. crearer I 97,8 0,0 I 0,0 I 2,2 1 100 I 
1 Milk, tinned 1 0,0 0,0 1 13,2 1 86,8 1 100 1 
1 I 1 I I 
1 C. Energy-Provi di ng Foods ' 1 1 11 
I Maizerrealporridge, soft I 81,2 18,8 I 0,0 1 0,0 1 100 I 
I Maizerrea 1 porridge, stiff I 1,4 97,1 I 1,4 1 0,0 I 100 I 
I Rice ' I 0,098,6 I 1,4 I 0,0 1 100 I 
I BrOlhl bread I 89,9 10,1 I 0,0 1 0,0 1 100 I 
,I White bread I 0,7 44,2 I 31,9 I 23,2 I 100 I 
1 Potatoes I 98;6 1,4 I 0,0 I 0,0 1 100 I 
I Maize rice/Sarpl 0,7 97,3 1 2,0 1 0,0 I 100 I 
I Margarine, ye lJa.-/ I 93,26,8 I 0,0 1 0,0 j 100 ' I 
i Hard....nite cooking fat I 1,4 45,3 1 44,6 : 8,8 1 100 1 
',1 Oil I 93,2 6,1 I 0,7 I 0,0 1 100 [ 
I White sugar , j 99,3 . 0,7 1 ' 0,9 .i 0,0 1 100 1 
I BrOtvTl sugar 1 0,0 0,0 1 0,0 I 100,0 j 100 I 





















1 1 1 I 1 
Food ItEfll I EveryDay I Several I Very , Never I Total , 
I I Tirres '. I OcCasionallyl I I 
I I a week I I 1 1 
I .j 1 1 1 1 I 
1 I 1 I I I 
I I I I 1 I 
Protective Foods 1 I 1 I I 1 
Fresh Fruit I 3,4 I 56,8 I 39,21 0,71 100 1 
Dried Fruit I 0,0 1 0,0 1 7,4 I 92,6 I 100 1 
Tinned Fruit 1 0,7 I 1,4 1 89,2 1 8,8 I 100 I 
Tinned vegetables I 0,0 , 5,4 I 74,3 I 20,3 1 100 I 
I I I I I I 
Mi sce 11 aneous I I I 1 I I 
JamVother spreads I 98,0 , 2,0 1 0,01 0,0 I 100 I 
Cakes I 0,0 I 46,6 I 53,4 I 0,0 1 100 I 
Bi scuits I 0,0 I 56,2 I 43,8 I 0,0 1 100 1 
-Sv.eets I 2,0 I 51,4 I 46,6 I 0,0 I 100 1 
Sauces I 2,0 , 1,4 I 76,2 I 20,4 I 100 I 
Salt I 100,0 0,0 I 0,0 I 0,0 I 100 I 
Stock cubes I 1,4 36,5 I 62,2 1 0,0 I 100 j 
Chips I 0,0 14,9 1 84,5 I 0,7 1 100 I 
Nuts I 0,0 9,5 I ·80,3 1 10,2 ,I 100 ! 
1 I 1 1 1 
I I I I 
The foods most frequent ly consumed (Le. conS\.Jmed by over 80% of 
. respondents on a daily basis) were {in des~ending order): 
tea, water, salt, white sljgar, potatoes, jam, non-dairy creamer, yellow 





7.3 Background Information on the Household 
7.3.1 .. umber of . preschoo 1 ch i 1 dren per . hous~h()l d 
1 .. 3.2 
Table 24 
. . 
Out of a total number of 148 hous~holds investigated, 
in 139 there was only one pre-school Child present 
and in the remaining 9 ~ouseholds, 2 children of this 
age group. 
Sod o-economi c status 
OccLJpations of household members were given as 
follows: 




occupational level I Distribution 
I~ ______ ~ ______ ~ ____ ~~ I I ~------~~~~--~~--~I 
I 
I I - Unemployed , 95 03,S} I 
I II Part-time Worker 9 (3,2) 1 
1 n I - Student!undergoi ng I 
1 training 2 (0,7) j 
I IV Self-employed 40 (14,1) I 
j V - (owest inc6~efully I 
I employed eg gardener / I 
I labourer/cleaner 20 (7,0) 1 
I VI - Low income eg I 
I ~esseng~rs/shop I 
I 
~ssistants/waiters/ I 
. omestic workers 44 (15,5) 1 
11 VII - Semi-skilled e~ I 
clefks/drivers / I 
1 painterS65 (22,9) 1 
1 VIII Skilled occupations , ' I 
1 e~ teachers/nurses! ! 1 
j technicians 1 9 (3,2) I 
I IX - Hi ghest i nc;ome l I 
leg doctors/lawyers/ 1 I 
j headmasters I {O,O} I 
_______ ~ __ ~ __ ~~ ___ I I 
I .I -~-------'---
·1 Total I I I 284 (100,0) I 
~--------~--~--~--~------~~----~~--~_I 
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No person other than those listed contributed to the 
household income. In the majority of households (68,1%) 
only one member of the household was employed, in 31,2% two 
members were employed and in 0,7% no member of the 
household was employed. In none of the households were more 
than two memb~rsemployed. 
7.3.3 House ownership 
The percentage of respondents who owned the house they 
lived in was 44,5%. The remaining 55,5% did not own their 
own house. 
7.3.4 Water SourCe 
The vast majority of households (99,3%) obtained their 
water from a communal standpipe; the remaining 0,7% 
obtained water from their own standpipe. 
7.3.5 Heat SOlJrce 
A primus stove was the primary heat soDrce of 99,3% of the 
households; the remaining 0,7% used a wood fire. 
7.3.6 Food Storage 
All househo 1 dsused cupboards and a cool place to store 
food, none used a refrigerator. 
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. 7.3.7 food purchasing andpr~paration 
i) DeciSion :ma.ker regarding foodputchases 
Information on the identity of the person re~ponsible 
for food purchasing rlecisions is pr~sented b~low: 
Table 25 
Ded si on-maker regarding food purchases Numbers and 
Percentages(%) 
I 
I Decision-maker Distribution 




Grandmother 18 (12 ; 8) 
1 
"I 
Other relative 13 ( 9,2) I I , 
"1 I 
Paid chi1dminder I ° (0,0) I I I 
Other ." I ° (0,0) .[ I 
I 




ii lrersontespons i b 1 e for f()odpre,parat ion 
Similarly, ; nf ormati on on the - i dent ityof the person 
responsible for food preparationispresenled be l ow: 
" Table 26 
,Person res~onsible for food ' pr~paration 
, Percentages (%) 
1 I 
1 Person preparing food 1 Distribution 
I 1 
I I 
f Mother I 109 (77 ,3) ! 
I I 
I Grandmother I 19 (13,5 ) 
1 1 
1 Sister ' (of ch i ld) 1 6 (4,3 ) 
I 1 
I Sister-in-law (of mother) I 0 ( 0, cn. 
I I 
I Mother- i 1\-1 aw (of mother ) 1 0 (0,0) I 
1 I 
I Paid chi l dminder I (0.7) 
J .1 
I Other 1 6 (4 , 3) 
I I 
I I 

















































iii) Place of purchase of staple and perishable food 
The percehtageof hou seho 1 ds purchas i ng stapl es and 
per i shabl esat vari ousout 1 ets is presented be low: 
Table 27 
Place of Purchase of Staple and Perishable Food: 
Numbers and Percentages ' {~} 
I 
Place of food Stapl es Perishables I 
purchase I I I 
! I i 
I I . I I 
. Supermarket I 3 (2,1) I 0 (0,0) I 
I I I 
Local Store I 131 (93,6) I 137 (97,9) I 
I I 
Tuck shop I 5 (3,6 ) ( - ) I 
I I 
Vegetab 1 e store l ( - ) 3 (2,1) I 
I I I I 
Market I (-) I 0 (0,0) I I 
I I I I 
Oth~r (O,l) I 0 (0,0) I I 
I 
I 
Total 140 (100, 0) 140 (100,0) I 
I 
The majority (98,6%) ofhousehol ds did not obtain food from any source 





















;v)Frequencyof food purchases 
Table 28 
Information on the frequency withwh i ch r espondents 
purchased Various foods is pfeserited belpw: 
Frequency of food purchases Numbers andr~rcentages (%) 
I I 1 
Ftequency 'of I Fruit & Veg Mi 1 k/Maas I Bread I 
Food purchases I I 1 
1 1 1 
I I 1 
Daily I 0 (0,0) (0,7) 1 130 (92,9) 1 
I I I 
2-3 times per week 1 117 (83,6) 117 (83,6) I 10 (7, 1) 1 
1 I I 
Once per week I 22 (15,7) 20 (14,3 ) I 0 (0,0) I 
I I I 
Twice per month I 0 (0,0) ( 0,7) I 0 (0,0) I 
Once 
Total 
I I 1 
per month I (0,7) (0,7) I 0 (0,0) I 
I I I 
I I I 
I 140 ( 100,0) 140 (100,0) I 140 (lOO,O) 1 
1 I I 
v) Food production 
Most of the households (88,5%) did not grow their own 
vegetab 1 es; 11,5% ha.d vegetab le gardens. The reason 
given by those -who di d not grow vegetables was that 
they had no space to do so. 
Only a few (16,9%) hous~holds had fruit trees on Or 
near their property; most (83, pO did not. 
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7.3.8 Intra-familial distrilmtion offoo~ 
i) In 98,6 '10 of households, thechildlren at~ with the 
rest of the Jami ly. In those that di dnot, the 
children ate before the other family members. 
it) In 7,1 % of households, there was "often" food left 
over after everyone had eaten; in 83,6% there was 
"somet i mesi ' food 1 eft over and in 9,3% ther.e was 
never any food left over after meals . 
.J. 4 Background I nfo.rmationon the Chi 1dmi n(Jer 
7.4.1 GeneriJl Infor .... ation 
1.4.1.1 Identity of childmind~rs 
The major; ty (77%) of the chi 1 dren were looked after "most 
Of. the time by their own mothers; 12,8% were looked after 
by a grandmother and 1,4% by either a child under 15 years 
of age or a paid childminder . . The remainder were looked 
afte~ by other- relatives such as aunts or b1dersisteri. 
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1 .4. L 2 Owe 11i"9 P 1 iu;:e of ch i1 dminders 
The mqjority(97,3%) of the mothers lived . i n the same 
household as their children. Where the child/ren were 
looked after by someone other than the mother; 96,8% of 
these c::hildminders lived in the same household. 
7.4.1.3 Childmi"der l sBody Size 
Just under half {46%} ofthechildminders were regarded as 
being ·of average weight; 29,2% as fairly slim;13, l% as 
somewhat Overweight; lO , 9 ~0 a$ sUm - and 0,7% as very 
overweight. 
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The age distribution of the childminders is presented 
be l ow: .' 
Tabl~29 













Age (years) I Distribution ' I 
I I 
I I 
<- 18 I 4 (3,0) , I 
I I 
18 - 25 I 32 (23,7) I 
I I 
26 - 35 I 55 (40,7) I 
I I 
36 50 I 38 (28,2) I 
1 I 
> 50 I 6 (4,4) I I I 
I I 
Total I 135 ( 1 00,0) I 
I I 
Abi ljty of chi J dminders tQread [ng1 i shand Zulu 
Thechildminders' ability to read English and Zulu 
were rated as fo l lows: 
Table 30 
Abi li ty of chil dminders to read English al1dZu 1 uNumbers and 
Percentages (t) 
I I I 
I I 1 
Language I Fair I Poor I Total I 
I I .1 .. 
I J I I ·1 
English J 25 (17,9) j 103 (73,6) 12(8,6) I 140 (100,0) 
J I I 
Zulu I 130 (93,5) I 6(4,3) 3 (2,2) I 139 ( 100,0) 
I I I 
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The percentage of the chi l dmiriders who aChieved ' 
various levels of education are . presented below: 
Table 31 
Educational level of Childminders 
Numbers andPercentages(~) 
High~st - stanciard Distribution 
passed at school 
I 
I 
I < Standard 4 I 53 {37,9) 
Standard 4 - 5 I 51 (36,4) 
Standard 6-9 1 34 (24 , 3) 



















7.4.1.8 Attitude of chi ldmi nderstonutd ti on Education 
The attitude of th~childminders towards nutr ition 
education Was investigated in two questions, 
Questio~ 46 where the question waS asked directly and 
Question 36 _ wh~re it was asked indirectly. In 
questioh 46, the percent~9~rep l yihg that they would 
like to learn more about nutrition was 98,£% whereas 
'only 62,6~~ gave this answer in Question 36. An 
appreciable number of respondents also exp~essed 
interest in 1 earni n9 more about knitting / sewing 
(86,3~~ ), bakinn on l Q/ \ ~~A - - - ' 
7.4.1.9 
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Lei sure activities of the chi 1rlminde.rs 
The percentage ofrespondent~ who pursued l eisure 
activities as listed below "often" (at least once a 
week) was as follows ~ 
Table 32 
Leisure activities that chilrlminderspursue"often" 
Numbers and Percentages (%) . 
I1I 
I Leisure activity I Distribution (n = 139)1 
I I I 
I ~· --~~~--~~--~------I~------------~ I 
1 Listen toradi~ I 134 (96,4) I 
I ~Jatch television I 5 (3,6) I 
I Rea~ magazines I 17 (1~,2) I 
.. 1 Read newspapers 1 67 (48,2) I 
i Attend meetings at church 1 23 ~16,S) 1 
I Attertd~eetings of women's groups 1 2 {~,2) . I 
I I I 
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7.4.1.10 Sources of high credibility f ornutri t i oni of ormat ion 
Answers to the question 11 If you wanted tol earn more 
about. nutrition, who would you ask?" were as follo'ws: 
Table 33 
SQurces of high credibility forrm~rition information 
Numbers and Percentages(%) 
I 1 
I Person asked Distribution I 
I (n = 140) I 
I I 
I I 
I Friend 0 (0,0) I 
I Mother 1 (0,7) I 
I Grandm.other 0 (0,0) I 
I Mother-in-law 0 (0,0) I 
I Church Mlnister 1 (0,7) I 
I Clinic Sister 137 (97,9) I 
I Teacher 3 (2, 1) I 
I Health Worker 110 (78,6) I 
I Sang6ma 4 (2,9) I 
j Other 1 (0,7) I 
j I 
1.4.1.11 Food T~boos 
The only food that an appreciable number of the 
chi l dminders be l ieved should "according to customs" 
not beg; ven to chi J dren was pork and 38 ,8% of the 




,Chi ldminders t knowledge Qfnutrition arid c"hild care 
1) Frequency of Clinic visits 
Most (73,6%) of the respohdents believed that 
childrenshciuldonly be taken to the Clinic 
~/hen they are sick ; 25% be 1 i eved that chn dren 
shou 1 d be taken regu lar ly and 1,4% were not 
sure. No respondents believed that children 
should not be taken to the Clinic at all. 
ii) Variety of foods 
The majority (92,9%) of the respondents 
be 1 i eved that chi 1 dren shoul d be .g; ven "many 
different kinds Of food" , none that "plenty of 
one food" was adequate ilnd 7,1 % Were not sure. 
iil) . Bre.astvs Bottle Feeding 
Only 13, 6% of the respondents believed that 
ideally ,bott 1 e feed; ng should not be started 
at any age; 15,7% believed that bottle feeding 
should begin at a partlcular age (not 

















iv) . foods necessary ·forhealth 
Resprindentswere asked to li s t thefoQds that a child 
shou l d eat every day. Answers were th~n give~ a score 
out of a maximum possible 5, one point being given 
for each of the 5. basic food groups represented. 
Scores were .as follows: 
Table 34 
Childminders'knowledge of foods necessary for health: 
Numbers and Percentages(%) 
Score 
I I 
(out of 5) I Oi s tribut ion I 
j I 
I I 
0 I 0 (0,0) j 
1 I 0 (0,0) I 
2 I 6 (4,3) I 
3 I 42 (30.2) I 
4 I 70 (50,4) I 
5 I 21 ( 1 5, 1 ) I 
1 
I 
Tota 1 139 ( 100,0) I 
I 
v) Frequency of feeding 
Just. oljerhalf( 5 3,6 ~; )of the respondents believed 
that children shou l dbe fed thl:"'eetimes a day; 45% 
believed children shou l d be fed more than three times 
. a day andl. 4% were not sure ~ No respondents believed 
that children should only be fed once or twice a day. 
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vi) Source of infOrinc]tionon nutrition 
Sourte~ of nutrit~on weregiv~~ as . follQWs~ 
Table 35 
Sou~ces of nutrition information: NumbersandPercentages(~} 
I 
Source I Di stri buti On (n=140) 
I I I 
I I 
Friend/Relative I 0 (0 , 0) I 
Radio I 2 ( 1 ,4) I 
Television I 4 (2,9 ) I 
Magazine I 1 (0,7) I 
I Newspapers I 0 (0,0) I I 
I Book · I 3 (2, U I 
I Lecture/Demonstration I 0 ( 0,0) I 
I Clinic I 138 ( 98,6) I 
I Employer I 2 (1,4) ! I 
I Teacher I 0 (0,0) I 
I Other I 0 (0,0) i I 
I J~st. knew/ Don't know I 1 (0,7) 1 
· 1 .. I I 
1.5Bac~grolJnd information pertaining to . thec~Ud 
7.S.1Ageof children . 
Hithi n the 3-6 age groupi ng sel ected for study 28,4% of · the 
chi 1dren were t hree years old; 27 ,0°1, four years old; 3],1 % 
five years old and 13,5% six years Old. 
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1~5.2 Sex of ~hi1dren 
Just under half (46,6%) of thechi idrenweremale; 
53,4(1,; femal e. 
7.5. 3 Breast vs Bott 1 e-F ed 
The percentages of Children fed by either breast or 
bottle or both are given below: 
Table 36 
. Method of feeding (breast vs bottle) 
Numbers and Percentages (%) 
I 
I Method of Feeding I Distribution I 
1 I 
I I 
1 Breast Fed I 37 (25,2) 
I Bottle Fed I 25 (17,0) 
I Breast & Bottle Fed I 80 (54;4) 
I Don I t Know I 5 (3,4) 
I I 
I I 
I Total I 147 ( 100.0) 
I I 
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7.5.4 Identity 6f principle provider 
The identity of the princiFl~ person responsible for 
the child's upkeep was as follows: 
Table 37 
Identity of principle provider Numbers and Percentages U;) 
. 1 1 
1 Principle Provider Distribution . 1 
1-"'------:-___ '----,----:-_ ~_----'-_'__ _ __'__ _ I 
1 1 
1 Mother 1 7 (11,6) 1 
j f~ther 110 {74,8) 
1 Aunt/Uncle 3 (2,0) 
1 Grandparents 15 (10,2) 
1 Other 2 (1,4) 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 Total 147 (100,0) I 
1 1 
. 7.5.5 Presence ofa Growth Card 
Almost all (98,0%) of the children had gr6wth cards; 
0,7% did not have a growth card and in1 ,4% the 
. answer to this question was not khown. 
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7.5.6 frequencYQf Clinic Visits 
Table 38 
The frequency with which the chi 1 drenwere taken to 
the Clinic is given below: 
Frequency of Clinic Visits NumbersandPercentages(%) 
I i 
Frequency of Clinic Visits I Distribution I 
I I 
I I 
Regularly (4-6 x p. a.) I 3 (2, 1) I 
Seldom (1-3 x p. a.) I 3 (2,1 ) I 




0 (0,0) I 
I 
I 
Total 143 (100,0) I 
I 
Dwelling place of parents · 
. Nearly all (97,3%) of the mothers lived in the same 
household as their children whereas this percentage 
dropped to .69,4% in the casebf 'the fathers. 
~n bowl f()r: eaC:h .c'hild 
Almost all (98,6%) of the children had their own bowl 
from which to eat. 
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7.6 Relationship between Nutritional Status and Ecological 
Variables 
Using both weight-for-age and height-for-age as indicators of 
nutri ti ona 1 status , the data were examined in 'Order to 
determine t~ere' at ionshi P?i fany, between nutritiona 1 status 
and the following ecological variables: 
Number of chi ldren looked aftE;r by the childminder 
Age of chi 1 dmi nder 
Intrafamilial order of eating 
Whethe~ or not the child has its own bowl 
Whether of not the household grows its ow~ vegetables 
Whether or not the housei s owned by the head .. of the 
household 
~ Whether or not the father lives in the ho~se 
Whether or not the mother lives in the house 
For the purposes of thi s analysis, · the 10th percent; I e was 
~$ed as a cut-off point ~those abOve the lDth percentile were 
cons; dered to be "adequately nourished" and those below the 
10th percentile, ~alnourished. 
Where .. theresu lts could be presented in a 2 x 2 table, 
Fisher's Exact Test was used to test significance - in all 
other instances, the Chi Square Test was used. 
of the ecological variableS studied~ only two were shown to be 
signficantlyassociated wi'th nutritional status. These were 
the total number of Chi1dren lOOked after by the childminder 
(p =0.04) and whether or not the household grew their own 
vegetables (p = 0,02). In both cases, the relationship was 
shown to be si gnificantonlywhen height.,.for-age was used as 
an i~dicatorof nUtritional status. 
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8. DISCUSSION ' 
8. 1 . Anthropometry 
With regard to the mean heights as recorded in . Table 9. it is 
i nter~st i ng to note that the mean height of the 6 year-old 
boys is less tha.n that of both the 4 and 5 year-old boys and 
less than that of the 5 and 6 year~old . girls. This tehds to 
indicate that the mean height of the 6 year-old boys is 
exceptionally Tow. ,Similarly, the mean weight of the 
6 year-old boys is less than that of the 3, 4 and 5 year-old 
boys and the 4, 5 and 6 year-old girls. These anomalies could 
be explained by the small sample size of the 6 year-o]ds~ It 
is howeVer also possible that the nutritibnal status of 
chi ldr'en worsens when they begin goi ng to school and are no 
longer able to eat all their meals at home (sChoolchildren 
frequently miss breakfast and may not take anything with them 
to eat during the day, with the result that they eat only one 
meal a day,on, their return home from school). 
The percentage of the sample falling below the 3rd percentile 
for he; ght-for-age (i. e. the percentage that are "'stunted") is 
appreci ab ly larger than that for either weight-for-age or 
we; ght-for-hei ght,i ndicati ng that whilst the incidence of 
acute malnutrition in pre -schQol children in Malukazimay be 
relatively low~ chroriic malnutrition is a far greater problem. 
This finding is similar to those of other studies [10;18;20; 
21]. 
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, In comparing the resu ltsofthe present study with those 
listed in Table 1, it can be seen that in the , case of 
weight-for-age, the percentage falling below the 3rd 
percentile is lesS than thatrec6rded in severa l other South 
Africanstudtesannutri ti ana 1 status, but s'imil ar to the 
percent~ge recorded in Lamontvi lle [l8], theEastern .Cape [21] 
and Khayel itsha [10] and cons i derab ly greater than that 
recorded in Natal/KwaZulu[20] and rural South Africa [47]. In 
the case ofhei ght-for-age, the percentage recorded i nthe 
pre$entstudy i sgreater than that for the majority of the 
other studies, the exceptions being the studies carried out in 
Soweto [40] and Khayelitsha[10]. The incidence of low 
wei ght-for-hei ghtreco.rded in the present study is very l ow, 
as was the case for the studies carried out in Gelukspan [41], 
Nata 1 IKwaZu lu [20] and Khaye 1 itsha [l0]. The compari son 
between the results of the present study and the latter i sof 
particular interest since they are simi1ar with respect to all 
three indices. 
The breakdown , of the percentage of chi 1 drenbe low the third 
percenti 1 e ' for weight-for-age accordi ngto age and sex 
indicates that mpre , males have a 10w weight ~for-age than 
females. The i nci dence of ,lo\.'{ we; ght-for-age tends to increase 
wi th age- thi S tr.end was '. a 1 so observed by Coovadi aeta 1 
[18] . In contrast to the above,i n the case of he; ght-for-age 
thepercenfage less than the 3rd percenti le is greater for 
females than for males. 
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There does not appear to be apart i cu 1 ar trend with the regard 
to low he; ght-for-age and age, however the percentage be 1 ow 
the 3rd percenti le is greater for the 3 and 6 year-olds than 
those falling in between. With regard to the above, it must be 
borne in mind that the sample of6 year-olds is small in 
comparison with the other age groups. The data on weight-for 
height show little differencei n the numbers for males and 
females, however the incidence of low weight-for-height is too 
low for definite trends to emerge. 
The classification of the degree of maJnutrition in pre-school 
chi 1 dren ; nMalukazi according to the system proposed by 
. Waterlow, using height-fo"r-age, indicates a greater percentage 
of Grade o and Grade 3 malnutrition than for the grades ; n 
between. The fact that nearly 70% of the sample suffer from 
Grade 1, 2 and 3 stunting;s cause for concern. 
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8.2 Dietary Intake 
'8.2.1 Mean daily nutri ent 1 ntake~ -C()I1Iparison with RDA' s 
rhe similarity between results obtained using a cut:"off 
point of eith~r 67% of the N.A.S. RDA's or 75% of the WHO 
RDA's is. of interest - both indicate that intakes of 
energy, ca 1 ci um, vitami nA, ascorbi c aci d and vitami n 0 are 
low in the study popul~tion. The relatively low intakes of 
tinc, vitamin 86, copper, - pantothenic acid, biotin, 
riboflavin, iron and folic acid may also require attention. 
In comparing mean daily nutrient intakes obtained in this 
study with other similar studies on pre-schoolchildren in 
Southern Africa it is interesting to note that energy, 
protei nand fat intakes were hi gher than those of 
non-nursery school children in Soweto and rura.l Transvaal, 
but fe ll~ nto the same range as those of nursery school 
chi 1 dreni n Soweto 156]. Energy and protei n were lower than 
those reported by Richteretal in the Ciskei [45], whereas 
fat was higher-. Carbohydrate fell into the same range as 
that of the Soweto children., was higher than in the rural 
Transvaal and lower than ih the Ciskei. Intakes' of calcium 
. ' ' ,' " - . - " ' . , 
vitamin A, riboflavin and ascorbic acid were appreCiably 
- lower than those recorded in the Ci skeia 1 though intakes of 
iron, thiamine and nicotinic acid were ~ither similar to Dr 
greater than those reported in the Cl s1<ei. 
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Richter et al considered the low intakes of calcium, 
vitamin A and riboflavin in Ciskei children lobe "cause 
for concern"and since the intakes of these nutrients in 
the present study are even lower, it is cl ear that ' they 
should receive considerable attention in any future 
nutrition education programmes. Such programmes should also 
emphasize the need toi ncrease lota 1 energyi ntake as well 
as intakes of ascorbic acid, zinc~ vitamin 0 and B6, 
copper, pantothenic acid and biotin. 
With regard to the percentage of tota 1 energy provided by 
the variOus mac~onutrients, there is little ne~d for change 
as these are in 1 i ne ,with FAO/WHO recommendations [140]. 
Similarly, dietary fibre intake is in line . with the 
recommendation of 8g fibre per 1000 calories of recoinmended 
energy intake -. Thi s tends to indiCate thatwhil st certain 
nutri entscl ear ly require spec; al attention ,the greatest ' 
need is to increase total food intake. 
8.2.2 Mean . (jaily nutrient intakes according to food groups 
The analysis of the food intake data according to food 
groups provides additional insights into the compOsition of 
the diet of the study population. However, since the 
results refer on 1y to those subjects where ' the number of 
Exchanges consumed dai ly was greater than 0, caution must 
beexercizedwhen 'cons; deri ng resu lts where th; s number of 
subjects is relatively small, especially fruit. 
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The analysis highlights the need for emphasis to be placed 
on mi1 kand milk products, meat and other protein-rich 
foods, . fruit ' and vegetables,indny future nutritibn 
education carried out in the study area. The relatively 
sma 11 number of subjects consuming fruit and milk daily 
further confirms the need for attention to be paid to these 
foods. 
It is interesting to note that in comparison with the study 
by Richter et al [45] the children in the present study 
obtained approximately the same percentage of their 
macronutrient intake from cereals and vegetables, less from 
milk and sugar and more from the meat group and f~t. 
8.2.3FQod Frequencies 
The food frequencyquesti onnai re proved usefuli n that it 
provided additiona l information on food intake bver and 
above tha,t obt.ained using the 24-hour recall. Points that 
were highlighted included the following: 
a) Non-dairy creamers are almost universally used on a 
daily basis. Since from a nutritional point of view 
there is no substitute for milk, replacement of 
non-dairy creamers by powd~red mi l k tQu ld be 
suggested in any future nutrition education 
programme. 
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b) Peanut butter is only consumed "very occasionally" or 
"never" by the majori ty of the respondents and as a 
relatively inexpensive source of several nutrients 
notab ly protei n and energy, the more freqlent use of 
peanut butter could be beneficial. 
cl Mi 1 k and/or maas (sour mi 1 k) are not consumed on a 
daily basis by th~ majority of the respondents - more 
frequent use thereof could help to provide additional 
calcium, protein and riboflavin. 
d) Similarly, more frequent consumption of fruit could 
augment vitamin and mineral intake. 
e} Although brown bread is the bread most commonly 
consumed, the fact that nearly half the respondents 
consume white bread "several times a week" suggests 
that emphas is shoul d conti nue to be placed on the 
desirability of unrefined cereals in any future 
nutrition education programmes . . 
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The food frequency questionnaire also , drew attention to 
cert~in anomalies which became evident when the information 
is compared with the 24-hour recall data. Accord; ng to the 
food frequency questionnaire, several foods (namely fruit 
squash, eggs, w'hite bread, fruit, cakes and bi scuits) were 
consumed "several times a week" by approximately half the 
respondents. These foods we're hot ,however , reflected in 
the 24-hour recall data to an equivalent extent. There are 
several possible reasons for this. It could be that 
although eaten relatively frequently, these foods Were not 
~aten on the day to which the 24-houf recall, refer~ed. It 
is however unlikely that this applies in all cases. 
' Most of these foods are what could be classified as 
i'undes irab 1 e" from a nutriti ona 1 POl nt of vi ew therefore it 
is possible that respondents, 
information that was "cofrect" 
wishing 
in the 
to , provide 
eyes of the 
interviewer, deliberately withheld details concerning their 
consumptioFl. It is also possible that the respondents did 
not regard these items as "foods" and therefore di d not 
, mention them during the 24-hourrecall interview. 
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Finally, it could be that respondents were inaCcurate in 
their estimation of the frequency wi thwhich these foods 
were consumed. These anoma 1 i es shou 1 dof course b~ borne ; n 
mind when considering meqnintakesof various nutrients by 
the study population, since it is possible that intake of 
cerIai n nutri ents ,notap ly energy, protein and - ascorbic 
_ acid could in fact be higher than those recorded. 
These results also highlight the desirability of using a 
food frequency ~uestionnaire in addition to a 24-hour 
recall in studies such as this. 
" . -', 
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8.~ Background infonnatipnpn the household 
It was interesting to note the small number of househOlds with 
more than one child between the ages of 3 and 6 years . One 
explanation for this could be that other children of that 
particular mother were in the care bfrelatives inbther 
areas. 
The difficulty in obtaining accurate information on the 
soc; o-econbmi c status of households of thi s type was 
emphasized in this study. It can however be assumedthat the 
majority of hoJseholds fell into thelo~in~ome category when 
Lising the type of occupation of the householders as an 
indicator of socio-economic status. 
Almost all of the households relied on a communal standpipe as 
their water soLirce - this i~plies that w~ter is a relatively 
scarce resourceandinforrilation on food preparation and/or 
fOQd hygiene included in any future nutrition education 
p~ogramm~should be adapted accordingly. Similarly, 
information on food preparation and storage should take into 
account the fact that the vast majority of households use 
primus stovesasaheatsource and do not own refrigerators. 
The personrespons ible for the food plJrchasing d(?ci sibnS, as 
wel J as food preparation, was inmost cases (77 ,3%) the mother 
of the child/ren. Since the mother was also the childminder 
for the majority of cases (77 ,Oc~ ) it is clear that it is the 
mothers at whom information on food; nutrition and health 
shoul d be targeted. ' 
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The only other category of person who emerged in the role of 
childminder (or as being responsible for food purchasing and 
preparation) to any appreciable extent Wq5 . the grandmother . 
The "local store"being the p l ace wherea ]n\ost all food 
purchases were made could also be the target of future 
nutrition education programmes,or as a venue for 
dissemination of nutrition information. The relative frequency 
with whi ch food purchases were made i ndi cates that per; shab I es 
such as fresh fruit and vegetables and dairy products could be 
consumed on a daily ba~is in spite of the lack of cold storage 
facilities. 
Although 88,5% of respondents did not grow th~ir own 
vegetables, the reason given for this was that there was no 
space. It is po 'ssible, therefore, that respondents ·· could 
cultivate vegetables using the "door" method whereby a variety 
of vegetables can be grown in a bed the size of a door. 
Information on this method cou l d also form part of a future 
nutrition education programme. 
The custom whereby adul tseat first and . only when -they have 
compl eted their meal are the chi 1 dren permi tted to eat, ; s a 
possible contributory factor to malnutrition [27; 33]. This 
does not however appear tq be a . prob 1 em in this .. commlmity 
since children eat either befofeor together ,with the _a~ults. 
The fact that ,most of the respondents (83,6%) have food left 
over "sometimes" indicates that the food supply may vary from 
time to time. 
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8.4 Background information on .lhechildminder 
S~nce most of the child~inders fell betwe~n the ages of 26 and 
35·· ,· ·t . 1·S clear. th.a.t.· a.ny future nutrition education .· years , 
programmes shoul d be targeted at thi sage group ,bearing in 
minq that almost all the remaining childminders fell €.ither 
between 18 and 25 years, or 36 and 50 years. 
Similarly, any printed material included in future nutrition 
education programmes should be produced in Zulu since · almost 
all the respondents coul dread Zul u "well. " Because the 
hi ghesteducati ona 1 level reached ranged from less than 
Standard 3 up to Standard 6-9, nutrition i nformat i on targeted 
at this community wou ld have to be des i gned to cover a wi de 
range of educati ona 1 backgrounds. 
The difference in percentages of the total number of 
respondents who were in favour of further nutrition education 
obtained by asking the question directly and indirectly, was 
of interest, si nce it tends to indi cate that respondents 
supply answers they believe to be "correct" in the eyes of the 
i ntervi ewer. However, although the percentage in favour of 
nutritiOn education was somewhat lower when the question was 
asked indi ,rectly,Hwas still relatively high (62,6%) .,- this 
5uggeststhat future nutri ti on education programrDes for thi s 
communi ty may beworttiwhil e. The hi ghdegree of interest 
expressed in learning more about other home-making skills, 
especial1yknitting/sewing, baking and gardening suggests that 
ihstructinn on these could be used as a vehicJefor nutrition 
educat ion . . 
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Radio and newspapers were the only media used at leastdnce Cl .. 
week by an appreci ab 1 enumber of the tespondentsbowever 
neither of thes~was c;ited as a major source ofnutrit ion 
information therefore the; t use as a vehi cl efo!" nutrition 
education would require investigation. It is interesting to . 
note that in the casepftelevision, approximaiely the same 
percentage of respondents used thi s medium and quoted it as a 
source of nutrition information. It is clear that the Clinic 
and the Clinic Sister were regarded as the most important 
source of nutrition information by thistommunity. This result 
could however reflect a bias in that the sample was drawn from 
people attending the Clinic and much of the interviewing was 
done at the Cliriic. 
Food taboos in thi s community do not appear to be a problem 
. from a nutritional pOint Qfview since pork was the only food 
regarded as unsui tab 1 e for children "according to customs" by 
an appreciable number of respondents. Jellifferecommends that 
customs which are "of nos i gni ficance one way or another to 
the heaHh and nutrition of th€:child ..... should be left 
well alone" [27]. Since pork is not an essential part of the 
diet there seems · 1 Htl eneed to promote its consumption in 
this community. 
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The majority of childminders knew that a variety of foods are 
necessary for health. Only 15,1 % were able to list foods from 
all fiv~ food g~oups, however and only 45,0% felt that 
chi ldren needed to be fed more than three times a day, 
indicating that further education may be necessary in these 
areas. 
The fact that over 70% of the Ghi ldminders were "not sure" of 
the answer to the question regarding breast vs bottle feeding 
may i ndi cate that the desi rabil ity of b~east feedi ng requi red 
emphasis - however the way in which the quest ion was phrased 
may have led to confusion. 
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8.5 Background informationpertainingto,the chi14 
The important role played by the Clinic in this comrnunity is 
indicated by the fact that 98,0% of the Children had growth 
cards and the high credibility accorded the Clinic as a source 
of nutrition information. It is interesting to note however 
. that 95,8% of the children were only taken to the Clinic when 
they were ill. 
Since most of the chl1dren(77%) were looked after by their 
mothers and 97,3% of the' mothers 1 ived in the same home, a 
degree of continuity and stc3.bility could be said. to exist .ih 
most households for those chi ldren Jiving there. It must be 
remembered, however, that other chil dren Of that same family 
cOuld well have been living elsewhere, in the care of other 
rel .atives. This, together with the fact that a lOlt/er 
percentage of fathers lived at home, indicates that the 
traditional nuclear family is not the norm in this community. 
The failure to provide each ch; ldwith its own bowl has been 
found to be a cqntributory factor towards malnutrition [4]. 
This would not appear tobea prQb 1 em in th i scommun ity, 
. . 
however, as 98, '6;6 of thechildr.en had their Own bowl. 
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8.6 Relationship between .r1utritionalstatus and ecological 
variables 
It is of interest to note that of the ecological variables. 
studled, only two were shown to be significantly associated 
wHh nutritional status. It should however be borne in mind 
that as a result of the distribution of answers for several of 
the questions it was not possible to test the level of 
significance of the relationship between these particular 
variables and nutritional status. 
It is also of interest that where the relationship was 
sjgnificant, this was found only when height-for~age was used 
as an indi~ator of nutritiona~ status. 
The fact that growing vegetab:es was found to be significantly 
~ssociated with nutritional status provides further motivation 
for the promotion of home vegetab 1 egrowi ng in th i s community. 
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9. ' RECOtl4ENDA TI ONS 
9.1 The, need for nutrition education 
The degree of malnutrition that exists in this community (as 
shown by data on weight, . height and nutrient intake) and the 
unsatisfactory 1 evelof nutrit i Oll knowledge amongst the 
chil dmi ndersindi cates the need for further nutrition 
educati on in th 'i s area. The fact that even when aSked 
i ndi rect ly, over half the respondents expressed interest in 
1 earning more aqout nutriti on provi des further support for 
this. 
9.2 'Nature of future nutrjtion edu<:ationprograllJlles 
Since the mothers are responsible for the care of the children 
and for the purchas i ngand preparat i on of the food in the 
majority of househol ds, it is the mothers at whom future 
nutrition eduCation should be targeted. Info'rmation provided 
should be adapted to the ,mothers' educational level and age. 
Local customs regardi ng food p'urchasi ng patterns, food 
preparati on (i nc ludi ngheat source and 1imited water supply) 
and storage should also be taken into account. Since most of 
the households fell into the IOW income category care . should 
be taken that any recommendations madeshou 1 d be economically 
fepsible. 
The Jlinic and Clinic staff, including HealthWorker.s should 
be the' primary veh i c Je forprovi di ng nutriti oneducat i ori but 
the possibllity of using the local store as a 
venue/distribution point for information should be 
investigated. 
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The radio and newspapers have potential as . a vehicle for 
nutrition education but their effectiveness and credibility as 
a source of this type Of information should be il')vestigated 
prior to their use. Televi s ion, a l though used by relatively 
few respondents, may be moreeffe<;: tive in this regard. Its use 
should also therefore be investigated, possib ly with · a view to 
instaJling a television set in the Clinic where video material 
on nutrition could be used. Any literature distributed should 
be in Zulu. 
in order to encourage participation in future nutrition 
education programmes, instruction in home-making skills such 
as knitting, sewing and baking could be included since 
respondents expressed considerab l e interest in these topics. 
Finally, the community should be made av/are of the role played 
by this particular study in the formulation of nutritional 
recom~endations made. 
9.3 lnforn,ation to be . inc1udedinfuture nutritjon' education 
prograJlllles 
The results of this study indicate that future nutrition 
education programmes in this area should emphasise the 
following points: 
i) The need for regular Clinic visits (even when the 
child is not sick) in order fhat the childs' growth 
tan be monitored. 
ii) The promotion of breast feeding. 
i; i) The need to feed yOUng children often (i.e. at least 
-4 times a day) 
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iv) The n~ed to increase the children's total food intake 
and their intake of the following foods in 
particular: 
mi lk/milkproducts the use of maasand 
fresh/powdered milk should be pfomoted arid the use 
of non-dairy creamers discouraged 
protein-rich foods - pork should be excluded in 
disc~ssions on protein-rich foods, and the use of 
peanut butter encouraged 
fruit and vegetables 
brown or whol~wheatbread instead of white 
to increase total energy intake, the addition of 
Q; I and sugar to maize meal porridge should be 
encouraged 
v) The method of grQl,·/i ng vegetables us i ng a bed the size 
of a door. 
vi) The planting of fruit trees. 
vii) Thepromot; on of the haybox in order to conserve 
fuel [5]. 
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Appendix ii .. Photographs 
Photographs showing views of Malukazi 
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Photographs showing Malukazi Clinic 
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' Photographs showi ng typi ca 1 dwell i ngs in Mal ukcizi, constructed from 
beerc~rtons aildroad ,signs 
Appendi xiii 
Example of questionnaires (English & Zulu) 
C N OGILVIE -DEPARTMENT OF COtI4UNITY .HEALTH, UNIVERSITY OF NATAL 
NUTRITIONAL STATUSOFPRE-SCHOOL CHILDREN IN INANOA 
Introduction '- t ,o be used before the ' interview is begun. , 
Good morning 
I amSr and I am working with Mrs • your Community 
Hea 1 thWorker .We are tryi ng to fi ndout about how chi 1 dreneat in 
N~wtownC so that we can help you all save money and make your children 
even more. hea lthy. 
Pleasewo~ldyou help us to do this by answering ~omequestions? 
.. 
, 
'NAMEl UNEMPLOYED . I PART -T IME STUDENT/ SELF"" LOWEST INCOME LOW ·INCOME SEMI'-SKILLED I SKILLED HIGHEST 
RELATION'SHIP WORKER UNDERGOING EMPLOYED FULLY EMPLOYED [G MESENGERS EG CLERKS OCCUPA TI ONS INCOME 
TO CHILD TRAINING (G: SHOP ASSISTANTS DRIVERS . EG EG 
GARDENERI WAITERS PAINTERS TEACHERS DOCTORS 
LABOURER DOMESTIC WORKERS NURSES LAWYfRS 
CLEANER TECHNICIANS HEADMASTER 
. . , 
1 I 2 3 4 5 I 6 7 8 9 - " , .. 
." 
, I I I 
-,- I I 
I '. " 
I 
\ 
\ . t - . -"", " 






T at-a 1 ,Numbe,r .' 
.. 
~--~,~ 
(c) Does anyone ,el se contribute to the hous,eholdi ncome? 
Yes No Don't Know 
. o 
1 2 3 
,,' ,. , . 52 
















. . , 
2 , 










5) Who usua lly prepares the food? 
i Mother Grandmother Si ster Si ster- I Mother", j Paid I 
; --'- in-law I in-law ! childminder l 
Ye s ! 11 1 1 1 1 i ] 1 
r---~~---~-~~--~+-~~~~~ ___ ~__ ~~~~ 




' Other l 
. 1 I 
j 
2 ' 
IF OrHER~ who 
~--,----C-._'-----'--~_ 









a) Basic staples ego Flour, Mealie mea'? Sugar, Tea 
. Supermarket .:: loca 1. Store 1 TuckShop l Other ! 
' 1 1 1 1 
. ·.·.1, ' 
212 2 ) '2 
IF OTHER , where 
~-'--~--'-----~ 
b) Perishable:s ego Fruit & Veg, Mi lk, Bread 
, :... .. .. . . ) .' " .. ' , ' .. :.' ... :' . .. ' ... . . ..... .. . . . : ...... ' . ' . . " .' . 
: S~permark~t i [0«1 s tore I Vegetap 1 e S ta Jl J ~arketl other ! 
: , " , " . ' -, ',' -- . J " ' ,' , ' , -" : " " ', ' ,I '- - _' " .' .: "" .:i 
i . : . 1 ' 1 '" . ] . . . . " . ". '. , .:' I 1 . 1 ' 1 . ! 
j '. . 2 :. ' . . '. ' 2/ ... ... . . 212 ! 2 j 






c) Do yoO obtain food regularly fro~ any other source 
i.e. apart from buying it? 
I vesl No.1 
1 . 2 
I If yes, give details __ ..,...-,--'~_~~ ___ ~~ 
I , 
7J How often are the following f60dstuffs bought? 
Fruit & Veg Oai ly l 2-3x/wk lx/wk 2x/mth .. 1 x/mth , Other 
, ! 
, 
1 , 2 3 4 5 i 6 , ., I 
! 
i 






1 i 2 ! 3 4 5 6 , .! J 
Bread I Daily 1 2-3x/wk , lx/wk 2x/mth lx/mth l Other 
1 
I 
! 2 I 3 4 5 




















I 1 2 3 
IF NO, do they eat before or after the adults? 
! Before I After } Don It Know 
: . ] . . ' 2 . ! .. . 3 > 
I .1 .· . . , . .... 
After everyone has eaten, is there any food leftover for 
another mea 1 ? 





I 11 la) Do you, grow your own . vegetap 1 es? 
1 2 I 












































b) If no, ~hy not? 
No space I Yes No , 
Soil not suitable ! Yes No 
I No Water • Yes No '1 , ; i 
affpfQ 
I 
Can't it i Yes No " I I I 1 I 
! time 
" 
Yes No No i 
I 
I , 1 Not inter~sted , Yes No 1 j I 
I 
I Other I Yes No I , I i 1 i 2 I 
IF OTHER. 4escribe ~easons: 
cl Do you have fruit trees on or very n~ar your prop~~ty? 
I yes ! No ' 
I , I 
1 j 2 
I 




i . I 




What typ~ of water source, is there? 
I Mains to O~n Communa,l Rain I Tanker ! 
house standpipe standpipe ' Tank j 
, 1 i ' I 
: " I . 2 , 3 4 5 
I , ' , . I ' 1 
Kiosk ! Spring ! Other ; 
or ! 
' . . ~ 
8 
H 
1 Y '~ 
I 'i I ~
1 , r--i 



















































Coo 1 Place 
I ·' 11 
: Yes ! NQ i 
J I . : 
: Yes i No i 
, '.' ...... , ... • ··.· 1 
: y~s No ! 
]' lJ 2 1 
What heat source is uS,ed for cook i ng most of the time? 
Paraffln Gas i Primus Electric ' Coal Wood I Other 
Burner 1 Fire Fi re i . 
1 2 
" 
I 3 4 5 6 I 7 --,-
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B. ! ANTHROPOMETRIC MEASURES &' GENERAL INFORMATION ON CHILD 'I 
MUST BE COMPLETEQ FOR ,EAcH CHILD 
16) Address of Household 
1 n a) Name of Child 
b) Sex of Chil d 
18) Date of Birth Month 
19) Height j 1 
;. . ·• · . . 1 . .,. , 
I Male l Female l 
, l i 2 " 
' .. ' . j I 
i I I 
I I Year I I 
,1 I cm 
20) Weight ! 1 1,1 j kg 
AS,KMOTHER (OR IF SHE 1$ NOT PRESiENf, THE CHILDMINDER):-












I I I 
I I j, . / I 
! 1, / ; 
rl 






Yes No I Don't 
j Know 
I I 1 2 I 3 , 
ltJhol ook s after ,the chi] d most of the time? 
I ... .. " . ' . " 1 .' . . ' . . . .. . 
I Mother i Grandmother. ! Chi 1 d under 15 
! . I eg s i s t e r 
i Paid I Other ' 
I chi ldminder i . 
3 45 
IF OTHER, who? (relationship to child) 
-~----'-:-----'-~ 






I 2 ". 
Was thi s chil d 
:1 Brea~t-Fed l Bottle-Fed : Breast & BottleFed ! Don't Know ? 
J 1 . j 2 1 3 ! 4 
Who mostly pays for the chi 1 d 'supkeep? i.e.c lathes, food etc. 1 
Tick as many as necessary. 
; Mother 'I Father j Aunt/Uncle 
. JI ' ! 
. i 
1I 
t 1 . 1 1 1 
j 
2 1 212 
IF OTHER, who? 
j . 
Chi 1 d' s i other 
Grand-
parents 








































27) Does the child have a growth card? 
28) How often do yCiutakethe child to the clinic ? 
Regularly ! Seldom 
'I 
4-6 x per year I 1;.. 3 x per year 
I ' 2 
On lYWhen ! Never 
it is sick i 
3 1 4 
29} How would you rate this child's ~others ' body size? 
! Much thi nner Thi nner than I About the same 
: than Sr Jojo SrJojo i as Sr Jojo 
1 , 'I ",' ,' " 2 3 
I "' 
Fatter than f Much fatter ,I 
Sr Jojo " than Sr Jojo 
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HOUSEHOLD NO. 1 
jll 
11 
I c. I BACKGROUND INFORMATION ON THE CHILD-MINDER I 1 
I I 
I THIS SET OF QUESTIONS MUST. BE COMPLETED . FOR EACH CHILD-MINDER. 1 
I~ ____ ~ __________ ~~ __ ~~ __ ~ ____ ~~~~i 
11 





What ar~ the names of the children you look after most 



























32) When were yOu born? 
i 
33) Can you read English? 









I I-----r-:. . I.' I----LJ 
Well I Not very w~ 111 Not .at . a 1 J. [J 










35) What is the highest Standard you passed at school? 
Up to 1 Std 4-5 Std 6-9 Matric l 




1 ; 2 i ! I · ,1 I 
J 
36) If you could choose skills, which could help you run your: own ',I 
37) 
home better, would youli keto l earn more about ? 
(Profllpt on ly if necessary) 
Gardening 
How to dress well 
How to bake 
How best to feed your family 
How to knit/sew 
Other 
If other, describe ___ --c'-__ -'---_ 
Yes I No ! i 
Yes i No I 
Yes i i i No ! 
I 
I 
,1---'----I------'--l Yes No ! , 
'1---~ Yes No i I 
I 
j 




Which of these do you do Often (at 1 east once ,a week)? 




Attend meetings at church 





























































38) If you wanted to learn more about how to eat for good health, 
wh~ would you ask? 










IF 0 TH ER, who? c--_'-'-'--_--'--_____ _ 
CARD NO. 
HOUSEHOLD NO. 
1 ~Yes ! No ., 
I .' i i Yes I No ! 
I . 
Yes ! No 
Yes No : 
Yes i No 
' j 
Y E;S i 
Yes 
i 39) According to your customs, are there any foods that you feel 




























' ~FQTH~R,which food ,s? 
I I 
! Ye~ 1 
i Yes 1 
! yes ! 
~! ,,' l 
.1 Yes I 
i Yesl 
I . ' j 
I Yes ! 
! ·1 
i Yes i 
I : 
I Yes i 
! . I 
i Yes ! 








No : . i 
No ! 
No i , j 
No : 
No : 
: Yes i No ' 



















































I ; I 
I I 
f 1 
I i I 
I 
i 
40) Sibongile, a lady who lives inan area similar to where you 
live, is expecting her first child. EveryOne is giving her 
different advice abOut how to look after the baby. Some say 
she should only ta.ke the child to the Clinic when he/she is 
j sick~ · Others say it isa waste of time to take . a child to a 
I Clinic. Still others say she . should take the baby to the 






I Who do you thi nl< she shoUt d 1 i sten to - those who say 
the child should be taken to the Clinic 
I 
I 
I When it I s sick Not at all I Regularly Not sure 
I 1 2 I 3 4 I , 
41) Sibongi1e is ~till confused - this time people are advising 
her about feedinifher child, who is now l years old.So~e 
say it is irnportant that she gi vesher chi ld many different 
kinds of food. Others say that as long as she gives her child 
plenty of one food, like porridge or :bread, the child will 
grow well. 
Who do you feel is giving the best advice? 
Those who sa.y: 
Many different 
kinds of food 
1 .. J 
Plenty of i Not sure I 
i 
one foo~ j 
2 3 
I 
I 42) What age do yod think is ~ good age fora normal healthy 








j - " .• .. . •. ; ...... .. I .· ' . 
: Any Age ! Nev,er ! NQ( sure , ! 
J 2 , 3 , ~I ~~~~ __ ~~!~,~~~~~J 
NOTE: ",An,y age" me· an' .' , ... _ .. s any age 
theresp()ndentgi ves , eg. 
at birth, 1 mOnth etc. ,.. - . ."., 
D 
D 








43) Sibongile wants to know what foods she should give her child 
every day. She comes to you for advice. Which foods would you 
tell her to give her child eVeryday? 
List foods as mentioned: 
Don't Know 
44) Now Sibongile wants to know how often she should feed her 
child? 
Do you think she should feed it; 




























45) You have given me a lot of answers about typ~s and a~ounts 
of ' foods for ch~ldren. ~here did you learn all this ? 
(Tick as many a? necessary) 
friet1dIRel,ative' told you 
He~rd it on,the radio 
Saw it on television 
Read itin a magazine 
Read it in a newspaper 
Read it in a book 
Had a 1 ecture! demonstrat i on at a 
school/club/chu0ch 
Were told at the Cli~ic 
~~ere to 1 d by your em,p 1 oyer 
Schoolteacher told you 
Other 
Just Knew/ 66n't Know 
Y~s l No l 
I _>" ,. ' _I 
! yes :No ! 
.1 " ', i ', ] 
I 
Yes ,i No i 
I yes l No l 
I " ' ,' i ' , \ 
I ,Yes:l No l 
1 I i I Yes : NO ' I 
" I . I 
i " , I 
"I I i 
! Yes ,: No i 
! ' ; 
Ves!No : 
Yes ' No 
, 
Yes] No , , 
Yes i No 
.' ' i Ye? ! No ' 
. . . \ 
1 ,1 2 
' j 46), WO\.J 1 d youl iketo learn more about the foods that are 








Yes ) No I 
; 1 2 , I 
BYDBSERVATIDN ONLY: 
How would you rate this childminder's body site? ' 
j Much Thi'nner About the same 
:J--.:.t--.:.h-,:.,ca--.:.f.1_" .:....5 r7--' .-:.J.c:.0~j.:....o +5~r-<-.L00:,c,J~· o~_+.c:a.:::..s ~S::.:..r~J::.:oJ~· o~--.:.~ 
1 , ,2 3 
, ' 
Fatterthari MUCh' Fatter i , 






I n H 
,I H 
I H 
I H H I I J I 
1I I 





















C N OGIlVIE - DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNITY .HEAlTH, UNIVERSITY OF NATAl 
NUTRITIONAl STATUS OF PRE-SCHOOL CHILDREN IN INANDA 
D FOOD INTAKE QUESTIONNAIRE 
D. t . TWENTY "'FOUR HOUR D IETARYRECAlL 
Tobecpmpl eted f9r each chi 1 din chi 1 dmi nder' scare. 
BUTNCn ONA SUNDAY OR MONDAY . 
Card No. ' .' ,.' ... . . 
,Name of interviewer 
~--~~--~~~ 
Household No. 









\ : j I 
1) What has this child had to eat or drink since yesterday? 
(Fi 11 in time depending on time of day) ------'--
TIME PERIOD TYPE OF FOOD 
I ., 
METHOD OF \. 









Weight ' ! ' Food 






TYPE OF FOOD METHOD OF 
PREPARATION 
2) Does this child eat like this every day? 
I J 
























Weight I Food 
in grams Code 
i •. I 












o 2 : Food Frequency 













































































































Creamer / Blend 
Tinned milk 
Other 




























Miel i e meal 
























f'1i e 1 i erice or 
samp 
Margafi ne, 
ye 11 OW 












Protective Foods : 
F·resh frui t 
Ori ed fruit 
Ti nned fruit 
, ! 
, , 
VERY , NEVER 



































































I Stock cubes 
























































































I .. ! 
1- ' 
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C N OGILVIE: ... OEPARTMENT OF COMMUNITY HEAL TII~ U~IVERSITY OFNATl\l· 
ISIMO SOKONDLE:J(A KWEZINGANE ZASENANDA - ESEZIZOQJ\lA ISIKOLE(3 -6 Yrs} 
Ukuzethula - ngaphambi kokuba kuqah/e ;siviVinyo. 
Sanibona 
Ngi ngu _..,;.-"".-'--'- ngisebenzanabase[lltho 1 amp; 10, ngi sebenze 1 auMphakathi. . 
Sizama ukuthola ukuthi izingane zidla kanjani la eNewtown C ukuze 
si ni size nonke ngendl el a yokonga imal i futhi sini size ngezingane zenu 
ukut'hi Zi phi 1 e kangcono. 
flingasisiza ke ukuthi sikwenze lokhu ngokuthi niphendu}e i~ibuzo · 
ethjze? 
.. 






A I IS1 SEKE~O SOLWAZI N-~EKHAYA 1 
BUZA UMN1NIMUZI (uzime onamandla) 
1) Ikheli: 
2) Obani amagama ezingane ezazalwa ngemuva kuka October 1983~ 
kodwa ngaphambi kuka October 1986 ezihlala lapha? 
Sebebonke 
UMA .Z1NGE:I(HO,G~INA . WHLELO LWgMIBUZO .LAPHA. 
3) a) Bangakhi abantu clbahlala kulendluabazalw~: 
i) N,gaphambi kuka 1929? 
. . . . . ---'-""---';;"---,-, 
ii) Ngemuvakuka1929; kodwa ngaphanibi kuka1974? 
fi 1) Ngemuva kuka 1973? ----'"--





J(b) Yiwaphi amalung ua lamuzi a1 eke 1 eh ngemal iasehenza musebenzi muni? (Ba 1 aX endaweni eqandenel 
--
!SMAI . AilIJQASH 11{[ UHSEBEIfZI UNGUHFU UYAZlSE- IHOLO IHOLO El·INCANE UIWLWA.!I EiOBUCHWE';' IHOLO 
to YlSJHLOBO . - \itS I i:JiAsHAHA Nor BEliZA aINCANE ISIBONELO: . OLUNCANE / PHESHE EL·IPHEZULU 
SI~GMiE USAFlINDA UQASHilE IZITHUNYWA ISIBONELO; IS r BOllEIJ1: KAKHULU 
NGOKUGc\iEL£: A:BASlZA UMABHALAJiE . OOTHISHA ISIBONEL{): . I SlBON ELO ESITOLO UKSHAYEL·I·. ; A.~ESt OOaOKOTE1.A 
. ENGADINI l1WETA UAAPENDANE: UHSEBENZI ABAHELI ' . 
ISISEBENZI-HJE: I ZlSEBEIfZ I WOBUCHWE~ UTHISHA-
UNGUHHLAliZ I WENDUNI . PHESHE OHKHULU 
.' .. 
I .1 2 I 3 I 4 I 5 6 7 8 I 9 I 
1 1 I I I 
. I I I I I I I 
I I I I 
J I J I I 
I I ,I . '. I I 
1 I I I 
, 
I I I I 
\ I 
J ... . I 1 I I 
I I I I .... 
Sebebonke I I I I I J . ~ I .-
c) . )(ukh,ona, omunyeolek:e lel a eiimalini? 
G .. ·.· .. ··. ·· . ' . ' . . 
52 
4) Ubani ojwayeleukunquma ukuthi yikuphi ukudla angakuthengela 
ingane noma izinganc? 
NguMama . NguBaba uGogo 
Yebo 1 1 1 
Cha 2 2 2 











5) UbanJ ojwayeleukulungisa Llkudla? 
Yebo 
Cha 
NguMama uGogo uOadewenu Umakoti Umamezclla Umbheki ngane 
oholelwayo 
1 ] 1 1 
2 2 2 2 2 2 
. ~~:ol omu~yej 





6) Nijwayele ukuthenga kuphi? 
a} Izidloeziyis;seke1o isibonelo: ufulawa, impuphu, ushukela, 
it iye. 
Imakethe Isitolo ' Indawclnci yokuth~ngi sa . K\'/enye indawo 
enku 1 U senqawo okudl hJayo 
Yebo t-.,....1_-:---+-...,.;-:..1""'-:-'--"-1_~~~.:...1 _~_~~_.,..--~l~. --'-~ 
Cha Z 2 2 
'. Uma kungeilye, kukuphii 
.~--~~~~~~.,.....,....--= 
b} Izinto ezi,bolayo isibonelo: izithel0, imifinO, ubisi, 
is i nhia. 
Imakelhe Is ito 10 I nda~,ana yokuthe,ngisa Imakethe KV/enye 
seodi:\wp imifi no 
Yebo .. ] 











Uma kuyikho, nikeza imininingwan~ 
7) Zivam;se ukuthengwa kangakhi lezizinhlobo zokudla ezilandela'yo? 
Izithelo 
nemifino 




nsuku kabil; noma kathathu I kanye 
zonke ngeviki ngeviki 
1 2 3 
kanye Okunye .kangakhi 
ngenyanga. 
5 6 
nsuku kabili no'ma kathathu kanye 
zonke ngevi k i ngeviki 
1 2 3 




nsuku kabi 1; noma kathathu kanye 
zonke ngeviki ngeviki 
1 2 3 
kabil i kanye okunye 
ngenyanga ngenyanga kangakhi 













8) K~ngabe izingane zidla kanye nomndeni izikhathi ezinirigi? 
Yebo Cha Awunalwazi 
] 2 3 
UMA KUNGENJALO~ zidl a ngaphambi nomangemuvakokuba se kudl e 
abantu abadala? ' 
Ngaphambili, Ngemuva Awuna 1 waZ,i 
l 2 3 
9) Umaabantu bonke sebedlile, kubakhonaukudla okusalela 
ukuthi kubuye kudl iwe? 
Kaningi Ngesinye Nakanci' 
isikathi 
1 , 2 3 
la) Ingane ngayinye inesitsha sayo sokudlela? 
Yebo Cha 
1 2 





b )Um3 ungenayoyi ni ? 
" 
AWl.lnandawo ". Yebo Cha, 
Umhlabathi a'{lulungile Yeba Cha 
Akukho manzi Yebo Cha 
Awunamandla ' ok~k'{lenza Yebo Cha 
.. ' 
Awunasikhathi Yebo Cha 
Awul1 a1 uthando Yebo Cha 
Okul1ye Yebo Gha 
2 
UMAKUKHONA bKUNY( chaia kabanzi izizathu: 
----~~~~----









12) Yeyakho le ndlu? 
Yebo .Cha 
1 2 
13) Yinh lQbo ·enjani yomthombowamanzi ekhona 1 apho? 
" 
Amaphayiphi aya Umpompi Umpompi Amanzi emvula 




f 2 3 4 
, 
Alethwa uhlobo Kund 1 wanyan a Isiphethu okunye 
lwemoto esindayo yokugcina noma 
izinto umfud1 ana 
5 6 7 8 
UMA XUKHONA OKUNYE yi sho 
~~~~~--~~--~~ 
14) Yikuphi kulokhu okusetshenziswa ekulondolozeni ukudla? 
Yiknabethe 
Umshiniweqhwa wokulondoloia 










15) Luhlobo ll!ni lwesifudumezi esisetshenziswa ekuphekeni 
izikhathi eZl ningi? 
Isibane 











UMA KU,kHONAQ.K~NYI;: uh 1 obo yisho . 
. 
Ugesi U.m1 i la 
wanialahle 
4 5 






C N OGIlVIE - DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNITY HEAlTH, UNIVERSITY OF NATAl 
ISIMO SOKONDlEKA KWEZINGANE ZASENANDA -. ESEZIZOQAlA ISIKOl£(3 - 6 YEARS} 
CARD NO. 
I GAMA l OV I V IN YA Y 0 ~ ___ ~------' ____ '--
INOMBOLO YENDLU 
--"'"'-'------'-~-
B. Uhlelo lokulinganisa ngamamitha nolwazi olugcwele 
ngengane. kufanele 
LUGCWALISWE NGENGANENGAYINYE 
·16) Ikheli likasokhaya 
17) a) Igamalomntwana 
b) ,UbuHl i bengane 
Owesilisa Owesi fazane ' 
18) Usuku lok,u zc.lwa 'I J "·'1 ." , ' " 'I: " ,1' Z 1 ny an 9 a ,' -----'-~+. __.~__l" u ny ak a 
19) Ubude I ', I I LI I ngesil ingani so 
20) Isisindo I ', I Ll 1 ngesikalo 
BUZAUMAN,i\WENGA~f {OKUNYE UMA tNGEKHO~ KOBI-I[KA ING,i\NEJ:-






















23) Ubani obheka ingane isikhathi estningi? 






1 2 3 4 5 6 
UMA KUNGOMUNYE, ubani? (Oyisihlobo 
--~~----------
sengane) 
24) Uma kungestye umama, ngabe uhlalalapha? 
Yebo Cha 
1 2 
25) Kungabele ngane 
.. 
Incele incele incele ibele awazi ? 
ibele ibhodlela kanye nebhodlela 
1 2 3 4 
26) Ubaniovame ukukhokhela izindleko zengane nje ngokugqoka, ukudla 
njalonjalo? Qopha ngangokuba unakho. 
Yebo 
Cha 
Umama uBaba Udade \'Iobaba Okhulu Omunye 
umalume bengane 
1 1 1 1 1 
2 2 2 2 2 




27) Kungabe ingane inalo ikhadi elikhombisa ukuthi ikhula kanjani? 
Shiya Kunja 10 
D 
o 
Yebo (ha Awazi 0 
2 3 
34 
28)Uvame ukuyiyisa kangakhi ingane emtholampi lo? 
Nja 10 Iz·i kh~thi eZ1Ylngcosana . Ul,na igul a Bonaze - O 
k~ne~kasith~phj kanye~kathathu ku~hela uyiyise 
ngonyaka 
, 3 
29) Ungasili nganisa k<1njanii si si ndo somzfmba kamama wengane? 
Ungaphansi Ungaphansi Ucishe Ukhuluphele 
. ,, ' 
Ukhuluphele o 
kakhulu kuno kuno alingane kunQ kakhulu kui'lo 
Sr dojo Sr dojo Sr Jojo Sr dojo Sr Jojo 
1 2 3 4 5 
36 . 
\, 1'4 Ulill VIE - DEPARTMENT OF COMr4UNITY HEALTH. UNIVERSITY OF NATAL 






c~1 ISISEKElO , NOLWAZI NGOBHEKA INGANE\ 
lEMIBUZO .KUFANELE IGCWALISWE NGAMUNYE UMSHEKI-NGANE 
30) Igamalohheka ingane .-'---,-~-'-'--___ ~_ 







32) Maz~lwa nin;? 
tlAI J 
33)Ungas ifl,mdais iNgi si? 
.... 
Kahle AW\1sa~Lk~hle Awusazi nhlo~9 
2 3 
Shiya Klinja 1 
[i} 
D 
I 11 I. 
D 
34) Ungasifunda isiZulu? 
Kahle Awusazi kahle Awusazi nhlobo 
1 , 2 3 
35) Uphume kuliphi ibanga esi~oleni? 
36} Umaungakhetha~ yikuphi kulokhu okulandelayo ongathanda ukufunda 
ngakho kakhu 1 u? 
(L eke 1 e 1 al apho kunes ; cl; n'go) 
Ingacli 
Ukugqoka kah 1 e 
Ukubhal<a 
UkOlldla kangcono umndeniwal<ho 
Ukunitha 1noma ukuthunga 
Okunye 

















37) Yikuphi kulokhu okwenza njalo (okungenani kanye ngesonto)? 
Ukulalela iwayilense (iredi,yo) 
Ukubuka umabonakude (ithe1eyishini) 
Ukufuncla iphepha~bhuku 
UkufundCl iphepha-ndaba 
Ukuhamba i~thlangano esont~eni 



















38) Uma kade ufuna ukufunda kakhulu ngokuthi ung~dlani ~kuze uphile, 


















































































40) Sibongile, unkosikaziohlala lapho uhlalangakhona, ukhule1we 
ingane yokuqala. Sonke abantu b~meluleka ngezind1e1a ~zahlu­
kahlukene ngokuthi angayibhekakanjani ingane yakhe. Kukhona 
abathi kjJfaneleayiyise inganeemtholampilouma igula kuphe1a. 
. . . '. - ." , . 
Abanye bathi lJkudl a 1 anges i khath i ukuyi sai ngane emthSlJ amp i1 o. 
Kantiabanyebath; kufane1eaYlyiSeingane emthola ...; mpilo nja10. 
'Ubani ocabanga. ukuthi kufanele amlalelekulabo abathi makayiyise 
ingane emtholampilo 
Uma igula Allgayiyi si nhlobo ~jalo AWl.Jnaqiniso 
1, 2 3 4 
41) USibongileesasangene .;. manje abantu bamluleka ngendlela 
okufane 1 e adl i se ngayoi nganeyakhe ,eneminyaka emi thathu 
ubudal al11anje. Abanye bathi kusemqoka ukuthi i ngane ay; ni ke 
lzinhlobo nhlobo eziningi zokudla.Abanye bathi uma nJe ingane 
yakheeyinike uhlobo olulodwa lokudla kakhulu, nJe ngephalishi 
noma isinkwa, ingane izokhu1a kahle. 
Uban1 ocabanga ukuthi umnik~za. iseluleko esingcono? 
Kulaboabathi: 
-~ 
I zinh 1 obe ezah 1 ukah 1 ukene Uh 1 obo olulodwa Awuna 
zokud1a lokudla kakhulu , 
1 2 3 
qi iliso 
42) Ingane ephi 1 ekahle in~aqa 1 a ingakanani ukuncela i bhodl eTa? 
Noma inganani Nhlobo Awunaqiniso 
1 2 3 
QAPHELA: "Noma yiwuphi unyaka" kushoukuthinbma 
i nel?ikhathj cs; ngakananiubuda 1 a 
iSibonfso, izelwe, inenyangaeyod\'1d, 
nja'lo-njal0. 
Sh i yaK u nj a 1 0 
o 
o 
43) USibongi le ufunaukwazi ukuthi yikuphi u:kudla angakunika ingane 
yakhe zonke izinsuku. Uza kuwena ukuzotholaiseluleko. 
Ungamtshela ukuthi ayinike kudlakuni zonke izinsuku. 
Yenza tih1a lokudla njeng6ba kushiwo 
Awunalwazi 




Kanye Kabili Kathathu Ngaphezulu Awuna 
rigosuku ngosuku ngosuku kwe$ithathu qiniso 
1 2 3 4 5 
Shiya Kunjalo 
o 
45) Usungini kei zimpendulQ ez i nin~i ngohlobo ne;zil i nganiso zokudTa 
okuqondene nezi nga~e. U,kufunde ph i konke lokhu? 
- -
(Qopna okufane le ngokudi ngek i 1 e) 
Umrigane/is i h 1 obo esakut she }'a 




























46) Ungathanda ukufunda kaban~i ngokudla oku1ungele impil0 enhle? 
Yebo Cha 
1 2 
41) NGOKUBUKA NJE KUPHELAI 
Unga1inganisa kangakanani isisindo somzimba sobheka ihgane? 
Ungaphansi Ungaphansi Ucishe a 1i ngane 
kakhulu kuno kuno kuno Sr Jojo 
Sr Jojo Sr Jojo 
1 2 3 
Ukhu1uphele Ukhulu phele 
kuno kakhulu kuno 
Sr JOjo Sr Jojo 
4_ 5 
.Shiya. I<un jal 
o 
o 
C N OGILVIE - DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNITY IlEAl TH, UNIVERSITY OF NATAL 
ISIMO SOKONOLEKA KWEZINGANE EZIQAL}\ ISIKOLE ENOAWENI YASE-INANOA 
o . UHlElO LWEMIBUZO NGENDLELA OKUDLIWANGAYO 
0.1 ISIKHUMllUZO NGOKUPHATHELENE NEMITHETHO YOKUDlANGAMAHORA ANGAMASHUMI AMAllIlI 
Kugcwa 1 iswe . ngengane ngayinye obheka i ngane. 
KOOWA KUNGABINGESONTO NOMANGOMSOMBULUKO. 
Card No. 
I gama 1 ov; vi nyayo _...,.-____ - ____ ~----
Inombolo yendlu 
Igama lengane ___________ _ 
Usuku ----'-'----- Is;khath; sosuku -..,....,.....------
1) Lomntwana kade ezodlani noma aphuzeni ukusukela izolo? 
(Gcwa 1 i sa; si khathi kuye ngesikhathi sosUku) -----'--
o 
ISIKHATHI UHLOBO LOKUDLA INDLELA UBUNINGI SHIYA KUNGENALUTHO 
OKULUNGISWE IZILINGANISO IS11 ingam so Imithetho 







UHLOOO LOKUDLA INDLELA 
OKULUNGISW[ 
NGAYO 
2) Lengane idla kanje zonke izinsuku? 
Yebo Cha Awunalwazi 








~sincan~ana . ehl~lelwe 
. . ukudla 




02 Ukudla Ngobuningi 
3 Uk~dJa kangakhi ,1ok~u,kudl(lokulandelayo lo,mntwilna? 
UKUDLA ZONKE IZIKHATHI NGOKUTHI NHLOl30 
, lziNSUKU [ZININGI GQWABA 
NGESdNTO 









































. . ... 
Imifino 



























































































511 I Y 1\ KUNGENI\L UTIIO 
D










0, ,"· , ' 
. 36 































ezi 1 ondo 10-
iwe ethinini 
IZIKHATHI NG9KUTHI NHL{)[30 
[lININGI GQWABA 
NGE50NTO 
2 1 4 
... '. 
5HIYA KUNGENI\lUTHO 










Inf9rltla~ion on . Food .. Groups and Exchange Lists 








all types of milk including fresh, sour, powdered and 
evaporated mi 1 k, yoghurt and cheese but excludi ng 
non-dairy crea~ers, 
a 11 protei n-ri ch foods except rni 1 k and rnil k products 
i.e. meat, fish, chicken, eggs, nuts, legurnes. 
all cereal products including bread, porridge, rice 
and samp. 
a 11 forms of all vegetab 1 es i nc 1 udi ng potatoes and 
sweet potatoes. 
all fruits 
an fats including butter, oi 1, margarine and hard 
cooking fat. 
2. The Food Exchange Lis':ts are a tool cornrilonlyused in: riutrlt;onal 
ana lyses whereby foods of a s imiTar nutritional 'vaNe are grouped, 
together. The macronut:rient yalLie of astandardportioh qf a basiC 
foodstuff in each group i s calculated, togeth~rwith the al11ount,$ of 
the other foods 1n thatparttcular Exchange List which will yield 
approximately the same values. 
Portion sizes and macronutdent content of Exchanges 
I I I I I I I 
I Food Group I 1 Exchange expressed I Protei n I Fat I CHO r Energy 
I I. as portion of basic I ' (g) I (g) 1 (g) 1 (kJ) I 
1 1 foodstuff 1 1 I 1 
I I I I I I 
1 1 1 1--1 1 
I Milk 1 250nl milk I 8 1 10 1 12 I 714 ' 
1 I 1 I 1 1 r 
I Meat 1 30g meat I 7 1 5 I .,. I 315 I I 
I I 
' ' 
I I 1 1 I 
I Cereals I 125ml porridge or I 2 I - I 15 I 294 I 
I I 1 x Jdn slice bread I I I I I 
I I I I I I 1 
I Vegetables I 125m 1 vegetab le I 2 I - I 5 I 105 I 
I I I 1 I I 1 
I Fruit I 1 small piece fruit I I - I 10 I 168 I 
1 1 I I, 1 1 1 
I Fat I 5ml margarine or oil ' 1 I 5 I I 189 I 
1 1 I 1 I 1 I ----
NOTE: 
For the Milk, Cereal" Veg~table and Fat Groups. one E~change is 
equi~alentto a standard portion. For the Meat Group, one Exchange is 
equivalent to one portion for eggs, nuts and legumes but one portion of. 
meat is made up of three meat Exchanges ' (90g). For the Fruit Group, one 
portion is made up of t~o Exchanges. 
